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Abstract
Although Wald tests form one of the m ajor classes of hypothesis tests, they suffer from 
the well-known m ajor drawback th a t they are not invariant under reparam eterisation. 
This thesis uses the differential-geometric concept of a yoke to introduce one-parameter 
families of geometric Wald statistics, which are parameterisation-invariant statistics in 
the spirit of the traditional Wald statistics. Both the geometric Wald statistics based 
on the expected likelihood yokes and those based on the observed likelihood yokes are 
investigated. B artlett-type adjustm ents of the geometric Wald statistics are obtained, in 
order to  improve the accuracy of the chi-squared approximations to  their distributions 
under the nuU hypothesis.
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In trod u ction
1.1 O utline
One of the key test statistics for testing hypotheses in param etric models is the Wald 
statistic. It was suggested by Abraham  Wald [33] in 1943, and is used widely today as 
an alternative to  the better known likelihood ratio test statistic and the score statistic. It 
has the advantage of often being very simple to compute, as it involves only the maximum 
likelihood estimates of the param eters and the expected information m atrix. In particular, 
in econometrics and finance the Wald statistic is used extensively. However, it does have 
a m ajor drawback in th a t the value of the Wald statistic depends on how the hypotheses 
are form ulated - or equivalently, it depends on the param eterisation used to  describe the 
model. One can end up with two completely different values of what should have been the 
same test statistic. As it is customary to  compare the value of the Wald statistic with its 
limiting large-sample null distribution (which is always is the same), it can easily happen 
th a t different param eterisations lead to contradictory conclusions. In contrast to  the Wald 
statistics, the likelihood ratio statistic and the score statistics are invariant under changes 
of the param eterisation.
In this thesis we look into the problem from a differential geometric point of view, and try  
to  explain geometrically why the Wald statistic suffers from this drawback. We rem ark th a t 
the intention of the Wald statistic was th a t it should provide a measure of the difference 
between two values of the param eter. However, the concept of difference is defined only 
when a param eterisation is chosen, and it depends on the choice of param eterisation.
We define a wide range of param eterisation-invariant geometric Wald statistics in the 
spirit of Wald but not suffering from the above drawback. We concentrate on two very 
im portant geometries in statistics: expected geometries, using moments of derivatives of 
the  log-likelihood function; and observed geometries, using mixed derivatives of the log 
likelihood function.
We show th a t the geometric Wald test statistics defined using expected or observed ge­
ometries have a known asymptotic distribution with error of order 0 (n “ 2 ) under the null 
hypothesis. We improve the distributional results to  order 0 (n “ l )  by obtaining B artlett- 
type adjustm ents of the type suggested by Cordeiro h  Ferrari [14].
The thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces terminology and notation 
used throughout the thesis. It also contains a brief summary of the requisite differential 
geometry and reminders on moments, cumulants and Hermite polynomials. In Chap­
ter 2 we have a closer look at the traditional Wald statistic, illuminating the lack of 
parameterisation-invariaiice both analytically and from a differential-geometric point of 
view. We define a family of new geometric Wald test statistics for a general geometry, and 
emphasise the im portance of the geometric Wald statistics based on expected geometry 
and observed geometry. In Chapter 3 we obtain B artlett-type adjustm ents of the expected 
geometric Wald statistics, and in Chapter 4 we introduce a corresponding B artlett-type 
adjustm ent (using observed geometry) of the observed geometric Wald statistic. We look 
closer at the case of testing simple nuU-hypotheses in Chapter 5, and we include a few 
simple examples of the adequacy of the new test statistics. Finally, in Chapter 6 there 
is a short discussion on the results obtained in this thesis and on the use of differential 
geometry in statistics. Since the notation can appear complicated (as terminology from 
both  analysis and differential geometry is used), an index of the most im portant notation 
is included on pages 100- 101.
1.2 N o ta tio n  and A ssu m p tion s
Consider a param etric statistical model M. with probability density function p(æ; 9) with 
respect to some dominating measure. The param eter 6 runs through the param eter space 
0 ,  which is assumed to  be a differentiable manifold (a ‘sm ooth’ surface in H ’’, see Sec­
tion 1.3 on Differential Geometry for a  formal definition), so th a t 6 — (^^, . . . ,  0’’) in some 
local coordinate system on 0 . All vectors are assumed to be row-vectors. Let -0 be a 
p-dimensional interest param eter and let % be a o'-dimensional nuisance param eter, such
th a t r  =  p +  g and 6 =  . . . ,  . . . ,  We shall consider only interest-respecting
re-param eterisations of 0 ,  th a t is under re-param eterisation of to  the new
interest param eter cf) depends only on ‘if) and not on %.
Denote the components of 9 corresponding to  the general param eter by 9^, etc., the 
components corresponding to the interest param eter if) hy 9''’, 9^, etc., and the components 
corresponding to the nuisance param eter x  by etc.
Let x i , . . , , X n  be observations from n  independent, identically distributed random  vari­
ables X i , . . . , X , i  with distribution depending on the param eter 9. Let /U)(0;Xi)  de­
note the  log-likelihood function based on one observation, and let 1(9; X ) denote the log- 
likelihood function based on n observations. We shall usually refer to  the log-likelihood 
functions simply as and 1(9), respectively. We are assuming th a t the log-likelihood
functions are differentiable at least four times with respect to  9, and th a t aU relevant 
moments of the derivatives of the log-likelihood functions exist. The derivatives of the 
log-likelihood function are denoted by 1^(9), lij(9), etc.
Suppose we wish to  test the composite null hypothesis
H q \ if) = 'lf)o 
against the general alternative hypothesis
Hi'. 9 ^  0 .
Denote the maximum likelihood estim ate of 9 under the full hypothesis by 9, and the 
maximum likelihood estim ate under the null hypothesis by ^ =  ('ij) ^ , . . . ,  if)Q, x ^ , . • . ,  x^).
A hat above an expression denotes evaluation of the expression a t 9 and a tilde denotes 
evaluation at 9. We shall assume appropriate regularity conditions, so th a t the maximum 
likelihood estim ators are consistent. See Cox h  Hinkley [15, Section 9] for an outline. i
The Einstein summation convention, i.e. autom atically summing with respect to  a  letter 
represented as both a subscript and as a superscript, is used. Furtherm ore, for any set of 
indices I  = { I i , . .  . , Im }  where each of the subsets I j  is of the form I j  = {«j i , . . . , ijmj}, 
the following summation convention wiU be used extensively
 f/m’ (1-2 .1)
summing over all partitions I '  of I  into m  subsets of ‘sizes’ |/ i |  . . .  \Im\ such th a t the order 
of the indices in each of these subsets is the same as their order in I .  The number in the 
braces is the number of term s to be added. E.g.
Oj.&f
The subscripts of the braces are om itted when we are summing over all indices of ( . 
R e m a rk  1:
Note th a t this definition differs from the [-J-notation of Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox [5, 6], 
Blæsild [11] and others, as it is essential here th a t | J i | , . . . ,  \Im\ stay fixed.
Let be a real-valued function on the param eter space 0 . We denote the derivatives of h 
by h / j  or simply h j ,  where I  = i i . .  ,ir is 3. multi-index of length r  > 0. More precisely,
h / i { 9 )  =  h i i S )  =
Also, we shall need to  consider real-valued functions on 0 X 0 .  Let g be a function on 0  x 0 . 
Then the derivatives of g are denoted by gj^j, where /  =  • • >L) and J  =  (A • • -js) a-re
multi-indices of lengths r  > 0 and 5 > 0, respectively. T hat is,
gi-,j{9,0) -  _. d 0irdgrh . . .  ^ (1.2.2)
If 5 =  0, i.e. J  is empty, we write gi{0\ O') rather than  gi-{9\ 0')-
We use a diagonal ‘slash’ through a function to indicate the restriction of the function to 
the diagonal, e.g.
=  9 i -,j { 9; 9 ' ) \e >=e ‘ ( 1 .2 .3 )
Unless otherwise stated , all such ‘diagonalised’ functions are evaluated at the true value 
6 of the param eter, and we shall omit the argument and write e.g. for / /; j(^ )-
Finally, the derivative with respect to 9^ of is denoted by i.e.
-  (1.2.4)
1.3 D ifferential G eom etry
Much of the theory of statistical inference, e.g. the large-sample behaviour of maximum 
likelihood estim ators, comes from results based on differential calculus. However, care is 
required when using higher-order derivatives, since operations such as differentiating or 
Taylor-expanding functions with respect to the param eters depend on the param eterisa­
tion, and thus any inferences made may depend on the param eterisation.
A very efficient way of ensuring th a t inferences do not depend on param eterisation is to 
use some concepts and language from differential geometry.
In this thesis we are concentrating on parameterisation-invariance of a  specific statistical 
object, the Wald test statistic. We shall introduce only enough differential-geometric 
theory to  support the definition in Chapter 2 of a family of new test statistics, geometric 
Wald statistics and to obtain B artlett-type adjustments of these new statistics.
We s ta rt with a few fundam ental definitions. For more details see Barndorff-Nielsen & 
Cox [5, 6], Barndorff-Nielsen & Jupp [8], Lauritzen [24] and M urray & Rice [29].
A topological space Û is an r-dimensional smooth differentiable manifold if around each 
point w of n  there exist an open subset of 12 and a map hjj \ U ^  hu{U) G IR’’ such th a t 
hjj is invertible, hu{U)  is open in IR’’, and both hjj and are infinitely differentiable. 
The mapping hjj is called a parameterisation or a local coordinate system  of 12. Note tha t 
12 need not be a linear space, nor need it be given a metric.
We define a parameterised path on the manifold to be a smooth m ap 7 : ( —e, e) —> 12, 
where e > 0. The tangent vector to  a  path  7 a t the point w =  7 (0) in a manifold is the 
vector ^ ( 0 ) .  The tangent vectors do not depend on the param eterisation. The set of all 
tangent vectors through a point w in an r-dimensional manifold is an r-dimensional real 
vector space referred to  as the tangent space to  12 at w and denoted by TL12. Let h be a
param eterisation of 12 a t w and define the paths 7^ , . . .  7^ by
where is the Kronecker delta (i.e. =  1 if z =  j  and <5| =  0 if i 7^  j )  for i , j — 1, . . . , r.
Then the tangent space at üj is the span of the vectors ^ 7i ( 0 ) , . . . ,  ^ 7 ^ (0 ) . The cotangent 
space T *ü  is the dual of T^;12.
A function g which assigns to each w in 12 a symmetric, bilinear, positive definite function 
g^  ^ from X into IR is called a Riemannian metric. In statistical inference, the 
most im portant Riemannian metrics of interest are the expected information metric (the 
Fisher information metric), %(w), represented by the m atrix
= E  , (1.3.5)
and the (per observation) observed information metric, j(w ), represented by the m atrix
((^) — ^ (1.3.6)
where a is an auxiliary statistic such th a t the statistic (w, a) is minimal sufficient for u .
1.3.1 Yokes
Most of the differential geometry used in statistics comes from yokes. Let jg be a real­
valued function on 12 X 12 with derivatives gi.j(u}\Lo’), Then g  is a yoke if everywhere 
on 12
(i) = 0
(ii) the m atrix [^.^(w)] is non-singular. (1.3.7)
Furtherm ore, g is a. normalised yoke if g is a  yoke and everywhere on 12
(iii) ^(w) =  0. (1.3.8)
For any yoke g, ^ - ( w )  is a Riemannian metric, and by differentiating (1.3.7) we find the 
following balance relations
=  0 (1.3.9)
+  l^i;jki^) +  l^ij-ki^) {^}jk -  0 (1.3.10)
Âjkli'^)  +  Â;jkli^)  +  {^}jkl +  Âjk]li^) {^}jkl -  0 (1.3.11)
etc.
Moreover, if g is a normalised yoke, differentiating (1.3.8) gives us the following relations
^.Xw) =  0 (1.3.12)
{2} +  — 0 (1.3.13)
+  Â-,jk(^) {3} +  J^ij,ki^) {3} +  jé-ijki^) ~  0 (1.3.14)
J^ijkli^) +  éi-,jkl{^) {4} +  J^ij-kli^) {®}jW +  Ajk-,ii^) {4} +  jé>ijkii<^ ) = 0 (1.3.15) 
etc.
See Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox [6, Section 5.6] for more information on yokes.
1.3.2 Expected and Observed Geometries
In the statistical context there are two fundamental types of geometries, both closely 
connected to the behaviour of the log-likelihood function on the param eter space 0 .  We 
shall talk about
(i) expected geometries,
based on moments of derivatives of the log-likelihood function, and
(ii) observed geometries,
based on mixed derivatives of the log-likelihood function with respect to  the param eter 
6, and with respect to  the maximum likelihood estimate 6 of 6. In observed geometry we 
regard I as depending on the da ta  through (9, a) where a is an auxiliary statistic such th a t 
the statistic (9, a) is minimal sufficient for 9.
Expected geometries use moments, cumulants, skewness of the score, the Fisher informa­
tion m atrix , etc., all of which are obtained by taking expectations of the log-likelihood 
function or its derivatives. We can regard this as putting a geometric structure (an ‘ex­
pected geometry’) on the manifold of statistical models. A natural way of comparing two 
elements in this manifold is by using the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Barndorff-Nielsen 
& Cox [6]), or -  changing the sign -  the  expected likelihood yoke
-  «W(0')]
=  [i(9) -  . (1.3.16)
By differentiating the expected likelihood yoke appropriately, we get all the above mo­
m ents, cumulants, etc. Moreover, two im portant param eterisations arise naturaUly from 
this yoke; in fuU exponential models these param eterisations correspond to  the canonical 
and the expectation param eterisations, supporting the general perception th a t these two 
param eterisations in some sense are ‘na tu ra l’ (see Efron [20]). The expected likelihood 
yoke suggests a generalisation of the canonical and the expectation param eterisations to 
all statistical models.
Observed geometries were introduced by Barndorff-Nielsen [1] as an alternative to  expected 
geometries. He (and others) suggested ways of replacing the (expected) moments, cumu­
lants, skewnesses, Fisher information m atrix, etc. with observed versions based on mixed 
derivatives of the log-likelihood functions. In a sense, observed geometries are ‘closer to  
the d a ta ’ than  expected geometries, in th a t they do not involve integration (for taking ex­
pectations). Observed geometries usually require the specification of an auxiliary statistic. 
We can use the observed likelihood yoke as an alternative to  the expected likelihood yoke,
g(e-,e') = { / ( » ; « ' , a ) -  ((e ';e ',a )}  . (1.3.17)
By differentiating the observed likelihood yoke in the same way as the expected likelihood 
yoke, we obtain the observed versions of the expected objects. The coordinate systems 
based on the observed likelihood yoke correspond to the expected coordinate systems. In 
fuU exponential models, the two geometries coincide, and thus the canonical and expecta­
tion param eterisations stand out as the key param eterisations in observed geometry.
Rem ark 2:
Note th a t the two likelihood yokes are normalised yokes. If g is the expected or observed 
likelihood yoke then the Riemannian metric is the expected information metric
i(9), or the observed information metric j { 6), respectively. The expected and the observed 
likelihood yokes agree to  order 0 (n ~2 ). Hence, the derivatives / j ; j  and g i . j  agree to  order 
0 (n ~ 2), I  and J  being any sets of indices. It is straightforward to  verify th a t the two 
likelihood yokes coincide for fuU exponential families.
1.3.3 Tensors
Many of the param eterisation-invariant objects which arise in higher-order asym ptotic 
statistics can be expressed neatly in term s of tensors. Basically, a tensor is a function on 
a  manifold which transform s in a linear way when we change the param eterisation of the 
manifold, the coefficients being derivatives of the new param eterisation with respect to 
the old one. More precisely, let ^ =  ( ^^, . . . , and r  =  ( r^ , . . . , r ’’) be param eterisations 
on an r-dimensional differentiable manifold, and put
«/a
r f  -  —/• -  d^ '-
Let
where each of the indices h ,  ■ ■ ‘f i u j i ,  ■ • • , jv  takes values 1 to r , be a real-valued function 
of the param eter ^ with the indices each representing components of the param eter. The 
function (1.3.18) is an (u ,v )  tensor if, under re-par ameterisation, it satisfies
(1.3.19)
A (u,0)  tensor is called a contravariant tensor and a (0 ,u) tensor is called a covariant 
tensor. Note th a t a (0,0) tensor is a scalar and tha t (0,1) and (1,0) tensors are vectors. 
In particular, observe th a t the expected and observed information matrices (1.3.5) and 
(1.3.6) are (0 ,2)-tensors.
We shall use the terms to lift and to lower (indices of) tensors by a Riemannian metric. 
Let be a (u ,v )  tensor and let be a Riemannian metric with inverse Then
we call the (u 4- u, 0) tensor r H —*u*u+i-.-^ u+v _  j ’j i . A  ..  ,^u+v,jv lifted version of 
Similaily, we caE the (0,t( +  v) tensor 
the lowered version of .
1.4 R em inders
We shall be using various properties of cumulants and of Hermite polynomials. Brief 
reminders on these two topics are included here, together with a result on differentiating 
inverses of matrices. For more detailed information and for proofs of the properties of 
cumulants and Hermite polynomials, see e.g. Barndorff-Nielsen et a l  [2] or Barndorff- 
Nielsen &; Cox [5].
1.4.1 Moments and Cumulants
Let X  =  ( X i , . . .  ,Xto) be a random  vector. Then, for k — 1 ,2 , . . . ,  and r* G { 1 , . . . ,  m }  
w ith i = 1, . . . ,  A;, we write
®  ["Vri ' • '
®  [(Xri — Kri) ' ' '
for the moments  and the central moments, respectively, of X . The moment generating 
function  of X  is defined by
M x(i) =
The ( r i , . . . ,  rkfi^ moment can be found by
Qk
 (1.4.20)
Likewise, the (77, . . . ,  central moment can be found by
   =   (1.4.21)
Define the cumulant generating function  by
K x ( t )  ~  logM x(i).
The ( r i , . .  . ,rkY ^  cumulant of X , denoted by is defined as
10
We shall use the cumulants up to  order 4. In terms of the (non-central) moments, they 
are
Ay = Kj. (1.4.23)
\ r , s  — ^ r , s  (1.4.24)
^ r , s , t  ~  ^ r , s , t  '{3}' T (1.4.25)
^r,s,t,u  — ^r,s,t,u ^r,s ,i^u  { 4 }  -|- 2fCy^gK(K  ^‘I®}’
6 / ( y ^ r , s ^ t y u  {3} . (1.4.26)
In particular, if the k,. vanish (and hence the moments coincide with the central moments) 
then (1.4.23)-(1.4.26) simplify to
Ay = 0 (1.4.27)
Ay,s == r^,s (1.4.28)
K,s,t = (1.4.29)
T,S,t,U — {3} . (1.4.30)
One of the most useful properties of cumulants is the following, which is a simple conse­
quence of the definition.
Property;
Let X i , . . . , X n  be n independent, identically distributed copies of the random vector X,  
Then the cumulants of the sum  X% satisfy
A^^ =  nXn, (1.4.31)
where Xr  are the cumulants based on one observation only.
Note th a t this property does not hold for moments.
1.4.2 Hermite Polynomials
Let X  =  ( X i , . . . ,  Xm)  he a random  vector having the m-dimensional normal distribution 
with zero mean and covariance m atrix  V  = We write X  Nm{0, V)  and denote the
corresponding probability density function by ip{x;V). The covariant Hermite polynomial
11
with covariance m atrix  V  and index — i i .. .ir, denoted by h R (x ;V ) ,  is defined by
(1-4.32)
where (P/r (x ;V )  is the r th  derivative of (p(x;V) with respect to  X{^  . . .x^^ .  T hat is, 
¥’//r (•'*'’IV) =  g^^r~g^<p(x; V).  The covariant Hermite polynomials used here are
hij(x] y ) — X{Xj ' i^,j 1 (1.4.33)
hijk{x;V) = xiXjXk -  VijXk{3}  (1.4.34)
h tjk li^ \V )  =  XiXjXkXi -  VijXkXi{6} + VijVk,i{S} (1.4.35)
l'ijklmn(^ '{lb}’
~\~Vi j^VkjXf,iXfi ■{45} “  V{jVkjVjyi^Yi "{15} . (1.4.36)
He-arranging (1.4.33)-(1.4.36) gives
XiXj  =  h i j ( x ] V )  +  V i j  (1.4.37)
X{Xj Xk  — h i j k ( j ^ \ ^ )  T '^i,j^k {3} (1.4.38)
X{XjXkXi  — h i j k l ( ^ ] V )  "T V{^ jhk i (x ]V)  {6} -|- V i j V k j  {3} (1.4.39)
X%XjXk^l XmXn — h i jk lm n (^  \ y )  '^i,jhlkmn(^] y )  '{15}
'f '^i, j'^k,lhmn(^] V) {45} -f VijVk^lVYn,n {15} . (1.4.40)
From the definitions of the Hermite polynomials, we find th a t
XiXjXkhljjin(x; y )  =  h{jklmn(^) V)  -|- Vijhklmn(^\ y )  {15}
■) y )  {45} -}- Vi j^Vk^ lVjyi n^ {15}
~{hijkl(^\ y )  ■f' '^i,jhkl{p^\ y )  {6} T ' i^,j'^k,l {3})^^ %,%
{hijkm(^\ y )  T '^i,jhkm(^] V)  {6} -f- VijVk^m {3})^/^^,
{fiijkni,^^ U) -}- V i j h k n (^ )  V )  {6} -f- Vi^jVk,n {3}) f^,m,' (1.4.41)
We shall use the following properties of Hermite polynomials.
Property 1:
Let X  ~  #m (0, y ) ,  and let A be an arbitrary non-empty set of indices of length r, then
I E [ h / , ( X ; y ) ] - 0 .  (1.4.42)
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P roperty 2;
Let X  ~  iV„i(0,y), and let I,- and J* be two arbitrary sets o f indices of lengths r and s 
respectively, then
E [ f t / ,(X ;F )h j ,(X ;F ) ]  =  I  ......  ~ (1. 4. 43)( 0 otherwise.
Property 3;
Let X  Nm{Oi V  + dT), where d is a scalar and T  is a m  X m  matrix, then
TB[hi,...i,A^;V)]  =  ( r i . . , ) . . . ( T i , , _ . „ j [ S ^ } < r .  (1.4.44)
Note that (1.4.44) does not depend on the covariance matrix V .  Furthermore,
IE[/ii,...i,,.+.(X;V)] =  0. (1.4.45)
For proofs of Property 1 and Property 2, see Barndorff-Nielsen et al. [2] or Barndorff-
Nielsen & Cox [5, pp. 152-153]. Property 3 follows from Exercise 5.10 in McCnllagli [27].
1.4.3 Differentiating Inverses of Matrices
We shall make use of the following result on differentiating inverses of matrices.
Let A  be an invertible r X r matrix which is a differentiable function of a parameter 6. 
Then
AA~^ = ly , (1.4.46)
where ly  is the r X r identity matrix. Differentiation of (1.4.49) shows that
=  -A - '^ A i iA - ^  (1.4.47)
and
+  A - '-A / iA -^ A /jA - '-  {2}^ . (1.4.48)
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C hapter 2
T h e W ald T est
There are three m ajor types of standard  param etric tests: the likelihood ratio  tests, which 
reject the null hypothesis H q for large values of
w =  2 -  Z(#)} ;
the score tests, which reject H q for large values of
s  = n-Hi(0y'\ë)ij(ë)-,
and the Wald tests, which reject H q for large values of
W  =  7% .
The likelihood ratio test was proposed by Neyman & Pearson [30], the  score test by Rao 
[32], and the Wald test by Wald [33]. As the likelihood ratio  and score tests are well 
known, we do not review their properties here.
The Wald test has a severe drawback, which will be discussed in Section 2.2 . The main 
purpose of Chapter 2 is to  define versions of Wald tests which do not suffer from this 
drawback.
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2.1 T h e T raditional W ald Test
The idea behind the Wald test is th a t the distance between the maximum likelihood 
estim ator 6 under the full hypothesis and the maximum likelihood estim ator 9 under the 
null hypothesis should be close to  zero if the null hypothesis is true (see e.g. Buse [13]).
The Wald test statistic is defined as the squared distance between the two maximum 
likelihood estimates, as measured by the information metric, th a t is
W  = n { ê - 9 ) i ( ê ) ( è - ê y , (2.1.1)
w h ere i{9) is th e  ex p ec ted  in form ation  m a tr ix  (1.3.5). U nd er Hq, W  is a sy m p to tica lly  
X ^-d istributed  w ith  p  d egrees o f  freed om  w ith  error o f  order 0 ( n ~ 2 ) .
R em ark 3:
Definition (2.1.1) of the Wald statistic is slightly different from the traditional Wald sta tis­
tic, usually defined as
W  =  % t # ( ^ )  , (2.1.2)
where t^ ^ (^ )  denotes the interest part of the expected information m atrix. The reason 
we use definition (2 .1.1) rather than  definition (2.1.2) is partly th a t it is simpler to  under­
stand geometrically, and partly th a t definition (2.1.1) takes into account the information 
contained in the nuisance param eters about the statistical model we are investigating, 
whereas definition (2.1.2) treats the nuisance param eters as fixed and equal to  the unre­
stricted maximum likelihood estim ate % =  X (see Critchley et al. [18]). Note th a t the two 
definitions coincide when we are testing simple null hypotheses, and when the param eter 
space 0  splits as 0  =  $  X X  and % =  %. For example, in param etric families with cuts 
the param eter space splits in this way and the two Wald statistics are the same.
2.2 D raw back o f th e  W ald Test
For a given set of da ta , the value of the Wald statistic varies depending on how the null 
hypothesis is formulated. T hat is, the test statistics for testing two algebraically equivalent
hypotheses can be very different. Breusch & Schmidt [12] show th a t for a given set of da ta  }
■iit is possible to  make the Wald statistic a tta in  any positive value - ju st by rewriting the {
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null hypothesis in an algebraically equivalent way.
Thus, changing the param eterisation of the statistical model may result in a different value 
of the test statistic. We now indicate why this occurs.
2.2.1 Obtaining any Value of W
Suppose for simplicity th a t we are testing the simple hypothesis
Hq : 9 — 0
against
H i : 9 e e .
Then the Wald statistic (2.1.1) is
W  =  i(^) F .
Now, let ^ =  ^(6>) be an alternative param eterisation of 0 ,  such th a t ^(*) is a one-to-one, 
differentiable function, mapping 0  into S  ~  ^ (0 ) . For simplicity we assume th a t ^(0)=0 
and th a t the m atrix  is diagonal, i.e. ^%^) =  ^*(^*) for i — 1 ,..., r. We can rewrite the 
nuU hypothesis as
S o  : « » )  =  0,
and we obtain the Wald statistic given by the ^-parameterisation as
=  - m  ( J r m y  m  m -
For any number K  > 0 and any value of 9 there exists a function ^ such th a t for aU
à â7=1,..., r , =  K9% where ^|(^) =  -^^^(9).  Applying this function we get
f e 0 ) r ( 9 )f(^ ) (#(m)
K è ,
and hence =  K ^ W . By choosing K  appropriately, it is possible to obtain any positive
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value of .
R em ark 4;
The following explanation of the problem caused by the lack of parameterisation-invariance 
of the Wald test was given by Phillips & Park [31]. The true distributions of W  and 
are (in general) different. If we knew these distributions then we could use them  to assess 
the significance of observed values of W  and respectively, and the observed signif­
icance levels would be the same. However, since the distributions are unknown, it is 
usual to  compare the observed values of W  and with their asym ptotic distribution. 
This asym ptotic distribution is determined by the distribution of the  first order Taylor 
expansion of the test statistic. Different param eterisations lead to  different higher-order 
term s of the Taylor-expansions, and so the test statistic changes with the param eteri- 
sation, while the asym ptotic distribution remains unchanged. This means th a t, for the 
same set of data, we might accept H q using the &parameterisation and reject it using the 
^-param eterisation.
2.2.2 Differential Geometric Considerations
Let 6 and 9 denote the maximum likelihood estimates on 0  under Hi  and Hq respectively. 
Note th a t the maximum likelihood estimates are points on the manifold, and do not depend 
on the param eterisation.
The Wald test attem pts to  measure the distance between the points 9 and 9 on the manifold 
0 ,  using the inner product from the expected information m atrix i{9). However, the inner 
product defined by i{9) is an inner product on the tangent space 3^0  of 9 at §, whereas § 
and 9 are points on the manifold 0 .  There is no inner product given on 0 ,  and thus no 
such thing as ‘the distance’ between two points (see e.g. Critchley et al. [18] or M urray 
& Rice [29]).
W hen the Wald statistic is computed, a param eterisation, h is implicitly chosen to  get 
points h{9) and h{9) in a param eter space which is then identified with the tangent space 
Tg0. Once we have points in the tangent space we can use the inner product based on 
i{9) to  obtain the Wald statistic. However, as the points h{9) and h{9) obviously depend 
on the param eterisation chosen, the Wald statistic depends on the param eterisation. In 
other words, the squared distance used in the Wald statistic is the distance between h{9) 




The likelihood ratio statistic
w = 2{f(^)-Z((9)} (2.2.3)
is simply a comparison of values taken by the likeUhood function on the manifold and does 
not depend on the param eterisation. Also, the score statistic
5" = (2.2.4)
is param eterisation-invariant, as it measures the length of a vector h { 0) = §j(9; z) in the 
cotangent space, with a metric i(9)~^ on the cotangent space.
Rem ark 6:
Various authors (e.g. Critchley et a l  [17, 18], Le Cam [26] and Dagenais & Dufour [19]) 
have come up with suggestions for re-defining the Wald statistic in ways avoiding the 
dependence on the param eterisation.
Critchley et al. [17, 18] discuss defining a W ald-type test statistic entirely on the manifold 
0 .  Their Fisher geodesic statistic is defined as the squared geodesic distance between 0 
and the nearest point in 0 q, where 0 q is the (sub)manifold corresponding to  the  points on 
0  for which the null hypothesis is satisfied. They use the geodesic based on the expected 
information m atrix  on fl. Calculation of the Fisher geodesic statistic involves solving 
second order differential equations (to obtain geodesics) and then minimising (to obtain 
the geodesic distance). In general, this can be very complicated.
Le Cam [26] considers the confidence ellipsoids of the Wald statistic. Naturally these 
confidence ellipsoids depend on the param eterisation in the same way as the Wald statistic. 
As an alternative, he suggests using a function of the HeUinger distance to  measure the 
distance between 6 and 9 on the manifold. He then bases confidence ellipsoids on these 
(param eterisation-invariant) distances. Unfortunately, the HeUinger distances, and thus 
the new confidence ellipsoids, can be difficult to  compute, unless the model is very simple.
Dagenais & Dufour suggest using special formulations of the generalised Neym an’s C (a)- 
statistic which are invariant and can be chosen such th a t they are easily computed in the 
same situations where the Wald statistic is easy to compute. The Neym an’s C (a)-tests  
are not directly linked to  the ideas of the Wald test.
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2.3 G eom etric W ald T ests
A family of new Wald statistics, geometric Wald statistics, is form ulated here. The main 
ideas are closely related to  the arguments of Critchley et al [17, 18], the fundam ental 
difference being th a t while they construct a new statistic (the Fisher geodesic test statistic) 
using the manifold itself (see Remark 6 in Section 2.2.2), here a family of param eterisation- 
invariant statistics is defined using the tangent spaces to the manifold. We shall use the 
differential-geometric concept of a yoke to form a coordinate system on the manifold 0 , 
taking values in the tangent space T^0 such th a t § is mapped to the origin and 9 is m apped 
to  a ‘relevant’ point of T^0. A new W ald-type test statistic can now be defined as the 
squared distance (given by a suitable Riemannian metric) between this ‘relevant’ point 
and the origin.
Recall th a t a yoke g induces a  Riemannian metric ^^.^(^) on O. Furtherm ore, for a fixed 
point 9, define
f .  (0; 9') =  n i  9) +  » ')}
where a  is an arbitrary real number and is the {i,j)^^ element of the inverse of the 
m atrix  [gv,j{9-, 0)]. The functions F* {9\ •) provide a family of (normal) coordinate systems, 
around 0 € 0 , taking values in the tangent space to 0  at ^ (see Blæsild [10]). It is 
straightforward to  see th a t T* {9; 9') is a vector in the correct tangent space 3g0.  An 
intuitive argument for looking at these particular coordinates hinges on the im portance 
of the yoke involved. The yoke g{9] 9') contains useful information about the manifold of 
statistical models and about the difference between 9 and 9'. By definition of a yoke, we 
know th a t g{9] 9') is smooth and concave locally around the diagonal /(^ ) . Thus, for fixed 
9 the steepness of the slope at {9-, 9') indicates how ‘far away’ we are from the diagonal i.e. 
how far 9' is from 9. Likewise, for fixed 9' the steepness of g(9; 9') tells us how far 9 is from 
9'. The constant a  is used as a weight between the two ways of expressing the discrepancy 
between 9 and 9'. These coordinate systems are the key to  defining our statistics.
We use the inner product obtained from the Riemannian m etric based on the yoke 
used in the F*-coordinate systems, to  measure the squared length of the vector F* {9; 9) 
in T^0. More precisely, for each o  G IR, we can define a param eterisation-invariant test 
statistic on the tangent space 3^0  of 0  by
Q! Of <s A Of ry-i A "wW  =  T , { 9 - , e ) ^ 0 ) V , ^ { 0 - , 9 )
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=  T , ' { 0- ,êy i , j(ê )T .K è-,ê ) .  (2 .3 .5)
We call this family of test statistics the geometric Wald statistics based on the yoke g.
Observe th a t we can write the geometric Wald statistics >V as
w  =  (2.3.6)
where
f i  ie-,0') =  n i  +  t ^ S ( ( « ; « ' ) }  (2.3.7)
is the lowered version of F* (^;
In particular, geometric Wald tests based on the expected and observed likelihood yokes, 
respectively, will be considered here. We call the geometric Wald statistic based on the 
expected likelihood yoke (1.3.16) the expected geometric Wald statistic, and the geometric 
Wald statistic based on the observed likelihood yoke (1.3.17) the observed geometric Wald 
statistic. In comparison to  other suggestions for re-defining the Wald statistic (see Remark 
6 in Section 2.2.2), the geometric Wald statistic can be calculated fairly easily from the 
yoke and the two maximum likelihood estimates Ô and Ô.
In Remark 11 and Remark 14 in Section 3.5.3 and Section 4.4.3, respectively, we find th a t, 
under H q , the geometric Wald statistics based on either of the two likelihood yokes are 
X^-distributed with error of order 0 (n ~ ^ ) .
Rem ark 7;
We mentioned in Remark 3 th a t the traditional Wald test is slightly diiferent from the 
definition used here. Ideas for defining geometric Wald statistics closer to the original 
statistic (i.e. not depending on the nuisance param eters) include (i) using the profile |
likelihood for the interest param eter if), (ii) using a marginal distribution only depending |
on 'tj), or (iii) treating the nuisance param eters as fixed and equal to  the unrestricted |
maximum likelihood estimates %. ]
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2.3.1 Modified Wald Tests
Hayakawa k  Puri [23] suggest a modification of the Wald test when testing simple hy­
potheses
H q : 9 = 9q.
They suggest replacing the expected information m atrix i{9) a t 9 in (2.1.1) by %{9q), 
obtaining the test statistic
w = [ è -  eo) «(%) [è - O o f  ■
The motivation behind the modification is th a t sometimes it is easier to calculate the 
expected information m atrix  at 9q than  at 9. We can generalise the modification to 
composite null hypotheses as
W = ((9 -  )(g) . (2.3.8)
Note th a t this modified statistic depends on the param eterisation.
2.3.2 Modified Geometric Wald Tests
The geometric Wald test statistics can be modified in a way similar to  th a t used by 
Hayakawa k  Puri to  modify the traditional Wald statistic. In the geometric Wald statistic, 
we m apped ^ to a point in the tangent space 3^0  at 9, in order to  use the inner product 
from i{9). We can modify this m ethod by instead mapping 0 to  a point in the tangent 
space TqQ at 9 and using the inner product from i{9) to form a modified geometric Wald 
statistic. We define
=  (2.3.9)
where and Ti {9]9') are based on either the expected likelihood yoke (1.3.16) or the I
observed likelihood yoke (1.3.17).
The modified geometric Wald statistics are param eterisation-invariant. Like the un- Î
modified statistics, the modified geometric Wald statistics all have x ï  distributions under ^
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H q w ith error of order 0 ( n  2).
R em ark 8;
Definitions (2.3.6) and (2.3.9) cover a whole range of test statistics, when different yokes 
and different values of a  are considered. It is interesting to observe th a t the score test 
statistic (2.2.4),
is very nearly the same as the modified observed geometric Wald statistic with o; =  — 1,
—  1
yV = n ~ ^ h {9 ]9 ,a ) f ’^ {9)lj{9]9,a).
The only difference is th a t the geometric Wald statistic always uses the Riemannian metric 
corresponding to the yoke itself -  in this case the observed information metric -  whereas 
the score test statistic involves both the expected and the observed likelihood yokes. Note 
also th a t when we consider models with cuts, the geometric Wald statistics based on either 
of the likelihood yokes simplify to  the geometric Wald statistics for the marginal model of 
the interest param eter.
Exam ple 2.1:
Consider a linear regression model
y; zz a +  bxi + €i, i = 1 . .  .n
where, for i =  1 .. .n , Yi are dependent variables, are controlled variables, a is a con­
stan t, 6 is a slope param eter and e,- are independent, identically normally distributed 
random  variables with zero mean and unknown variance cr .^ For convenience, we write 
the param eters as ^ =  (a, 6, cr^). Suppose we wish to  test th a t the param eter 9 belongs to 
some subspace 0q of IR X IR X IR4..
The log-likelihood function of 9 is
K^) =  (log27t -f- logcr^) -  ^ ^  (Ti -  a -  b x i f  .
The expected likelihood yoke (1.3.16) is then 
/ ( « ; » ' )  =  n - ^ W .g , [ l { 9 ) - l { e ' ) \
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i  flog -  log +  1 -  ^
~ 2o^ +  2(a^ — a)(b' — b)x. +  {b' — b)^SSx^ ,
where x. denotes the mean vaine ^ X)r=i where S  Sx is the mean sum of squares
%  =  Thus,
f a{ ^]  ^' )  — — 2  ( T  — G +  (6^ — b) x . )
{ {a'  -  a ) x .  +  {b' -  b ) S S x )
and
— ~T2  — b) x . )
cr12 ((a^ — a ) x .  -{- (6^ — b ^S S x }
f : A 9 ' ; 9 )  -
Furtherm ore, we find th a t the expected information m atrix is
i { 9 )  =
and thus the expected formation m atrix is
r \ 0 )  =










where S S D x  is the mean sum of squares of deviations ^  2D?=i {^i ~  We find F {9\ 0) 
by
f« («;«) = ni |i± ^ /,,(ê ;« )  + i^ /,(ê ;É i)}  ,
th a t is
f a ( ê ;ê )  =  (à  -  a +  (5 -  6)$.)
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Tb0-,Ô) = ri2 +  ( ( â - â ) æ .  +  (6--6)5'5':,)
f . . , » ; s ,  .  . 1  ; ° y - » * > * t ^ t ( . - . . ( i - » , ) ■ .
Finally, we get the expected geometric Wald statistic as
H-.1 .  l ( ÿ | ;  (a - a + (i - .
The modified geometric Wald statistic in expected geometry follows by swapping § and 6 
in the above formula. We find th a t
«I t  - *n ’)’ ■
The likelihood ratio test statistic (2.2.3) for testing the same hypothesis is
w = 2 ( /(^ )  — /(^)j-
-  n  ( l o g -  l o g ^  S  (^ ' “  ® “  6a:*)  ^ ^  S  ( ^ ’ ~  ® ~  6a’i)^
i = l  t=l
=  +  +  ^ ^ ( a - a  +  (6 - 6) z i ) \
\ /  1=1
where we have used th a t the maximum likelihood estim ate of the variance is — 
^ E?=i (E  -  Ô -  b x i ^  and th a t E?=i ( V i  -  à  -  b x i Y  =  n a r ’^  +  E f= i (fi -  â +  (6 -  b ) x i Y . 
The score statistic (2.2.4) becomes
5  =  n - ^ i s i ë ) r \ ë ) i j ( ë )
 ^ i=l
+ „ 1  _ . 5 .  +  ^ g ( a _ a  +  (6 - S > i )  ^ .
Observe th a t the score statistic is exactly the modified geometric Wald statistic with
a  =  — 1. This happens because the linear regression model is a full exponential model
—  1
and, as we shall soon see, for all full exponential models we have th a t 5  =>V.
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2.3.3 Full Exponential Models
Suppose we have a fuU exponential model (see e.g. Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox [5] or Efron 
[20]) with density function
/(x; )^ =
and hence log likelihood function
1(^ 0) =  6t{x)^  — a{9).
Then 9 is the canonical param eter. Let 77 be the expectation param eter, th a t is
?7 =  77( )^ =  ]Eg[<(X)],
where lEg [•] denotes the mean value with respect to 9. Observe th a t lEg [Z*(^ )] =  0 implies 
th a t ?7 =  ^ o (^ ) .  Let i{9) be the expected information m atrix  in the ^-param eterisation. 
Then the expected information m atrix  in the 77-parameterisation is
-1
=  i - \ 0 ) ,
where we have used th a t i{9) = ~ qqqqt <%(6'). The two likelihood yokes coincide for full 
exponential models, and they are equal to
g{0\] 92) =  77~^1E02 [K^i) -  ^(^2)]
— (^1 ~  ^2) ^*(^2)^ — «(^i) +  «■(^ 2)5
where ai = Thus
9i{0i;92) = cLi{92) -  ai(9i)
^1) =  (^2 — ^1) ®û(^l) “
= (91 -  9 0  ii,j(9i).
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The geometric Wald statistics are
1 +  a
2
T
X - » > ( « ) + , (2.3.10)
and the modified geometric Wald statistics are
 ^ = ' » ( ^ ( ^ - W )  +  i ^ ( i 7 - S ? ) ) * “ H«)
x ( ^ ^ ( 0 - 9 X 9 )  + ~ ( v - v ) y -  (2.3.11)
In particular, observe th a t
>V =  n { f i  ~  T ) ) i { f j ) { f } ~  i f f
are the traditional Wald test statistics (2.1.1) for the canonical and expectation param e­
terisation, respectively. Furthermore,
>v =  n { è - e ) i { ë ) { è - ë y  
—  1
>V =  n{fj -  fj) i{fj) (t) -  f j f
are the modified traditional Wald statistics (2.3.8) for the the canonical and expectation
param eterisation, respectively. Finally, note th a t, as the two geometries coincide for full
—  1
exponential models, the score test statistic (2.2.4) is equivalent to  W .  Moreover, for 
m ultivariate normal distributions with known variance, it is straightforw ard to see th a t, 
for any o:, W =  FV =  S  — w.
Example 2.2:
A very simple example of the geometric Wald statistics is given by looldng at the 1-dimensional 
exponential model consisting of the exponential distributions, with density function
where x denotes the sample mean. We have a full exponential model with canonical 
param eter 6 and expectation param eter p = The expected information m atrix  in




_ è)ê-^  +
n — 1(1 +  of) f 1 — j +  (1 — tt) I •- — 1
Likewise, we find the modified geometric Wald statistic (2.3.11) to  be
FV “  n -  I (1 +  a )  ( 1 — = I +  (1 — a )
— a= FV
To assess the adequacy of the large-sample approximation to  the null distribution of 
the geometric Wald statistics, 1000 simulations were run for the exponential distribution, 
testing the nuU hypothesis
Ro : ^ =  1,
where 9 is the canonical param eter. For sample sizes tï =  12 and n = 5, the following 
results were obtained;
n =12 n= 5
nominal cumulative probability nominal cumulative probability
a 0.900 0.950 0.975 0.990 0.900 0.950 0.975 0.990
0 0.893 0.937 0.957 0.976 0.868 0.912 0.938 0.964
0.33 0.889 0.931 0.947 0.968 0.862 0.899 0.923 0.949
-0.33 0.897 0.938 0.966 0.984 0.878 0.925 0.959 0.970
0.5 0.887 0.926 0.948 0.966 0.859 0.899 0.920 0.942
-0.5 0.902 0.942 0.970 0.986 0.884 0.933 0.960 0.979
1 0.883 0.922 0.941 0.952 0.852 0.882 0.904 0.919
-1 0.916 0.959 0.975 0.988 0.928 0.960 0.967 0.983
10 0.702 0.742 0.777 0.796 0.622 0.654 0.682 0.716
-10 0.733 0.768 0.796 0.826 0.623 0.662 0.691 0.720
Table 1: F  (w <  Xi;c) for C =  0.90,0 .95 ,0 .975,0 .99 based on 1 0 0 0  sim ulations.
In this example, the nominal cumulative probabilities (from the asymptotic Xi distribu­
tion) of the geometric Wald statistic with a = - 1  are consistently better than  those for 
any of the other values of a  used here. The - approximation is very poor for a  — ±10, 
and not particularly good for most of the other values, not even for the score statistic 
which is the geometric Wald statistic for the value a = 1. The approxim ation clearly 
worsens as the sample size is reduced. In the next two chapters we shall try  and improve
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the approximations to the limiting distributions for small sample sizes. We do this by 
obtaining B artlett-type adjustm ents of the geometric Wald statistics.
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C hapter 3
OLB a r tle tt-ty p e  A d ju stm en t for W
3.1 B artlett and B a rtle tt-ty p e  A dju stm en ts
By multipying the likelihood ratio statistic by a suitable factor, the approxim ation to 
the  asym ptotic null distribution can be improved remarkably. This factor (the B artlett 
adjustm ent) does not depend on the observations but is purely a function of the cumulants 
of the log-likehhood derivatives (see e.g. Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox [4, 6, Section 6.3] or 
Cribari-Neto & Cordeiro [16]).
A result corresponding to  the B artlett adjustm ent of the likelihood ratio  statistic does not 
in general hold for other test statistics such as the score statistic (2.2.4) and the Wald 
statistic  (2.1.1). In particular, it does not hold for the geometric Wald statistics (2.3.6) 
and (2.3.9). There are, however, various other ways of adjusting a wide range of test 
statistics to  improve the approximation to  the asymptotic distribution. Here we shall use 
the moment generating function to  find a Bartlett-type adjustment of the geometric Wald 
statistics. We s ta rt out with a brief reminder of the B artlett adjustm ent of the likehhood 
ratio  statistic and an outline of the argument behind the B artlett-type adjustm ent.
3.1.1 Likelihood Ratio Test
Recall th a t the likelihood ratio  statistic (2.2.3) for testing H q against H \  is given by
w =  2 - /(ff)} . (3.1.1)
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The statistic w is invariant under re-param eterisation and is %^-distributed under H q, with 
error of order 0 (n “ 2).
It can be shown (e.g. Barndorff-Nielsen h  Cox [4]) tha t the mean value of w can be 
w ritten as
E H  =  ( l  +  ^ )  P + 0 { n - i ) ,  (3,1.2)
where R is a function of the param eter 6 = {6^ .. .6'^). Define
- 1
=  | l  +  — I  w. (3.1.3)
Then, trivially,
W>[w'] = p + 0 { n - 2). (3.1.4)
Furtherm ore, all the cumulants of w are corrected to order 0 ( n“ t ) .  Thus w' has a 
distribution with error of order 0 (n~l ) .  The correction term  R is a function of the joint
cumulants of the log-likelihood derivatives up to  order 4. Barndorff-Nielsen & Hall [7]
show th a t the error in approximating the distribution of the B artle tt adjusted likelihood 
ratio  statistic by its limiting x^  distribution is of order 0 (n~^) rather than  order 0 {n~2),
3,1.2 Bartlett-type Adjustments
Cordeiro & Ferrari [14] provide a general m ethod of using the moment generating func­
tions to  obtain B artlett-type corrections of test statistics which are asymptotically 
distributed with error of order O { n ~ 0 .  Their corrections improve the approxim ation to 
the asymptotic distribution to order 0 (n“ 2), An outline of their m ethod is as follows.
Let S' be a test statistic with a distribution with error of order 0 (n ~ 2). Then we can 
find an adjusted statistic S',  defined by
5 '=  | l - i ( c  +  65' +  a 5 2 )\5 ', (3.1.5)
having a distribution with error of order 0 (n “ 2).
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Denote the moment generating function of the null distribution of S  by M s{t) .  The 
asym ptotic expansion to order 0 (n ~ ^)  of M s{t)  can be written as
M gM  =
= (1 -  2t )-2  ( l  +  {24n)~^ [ A i d + A 2d‘^ +  Asd^ ±
+ 0 ( n “ t ) ,  (3.1.6)
where
2t
l - 2 t
and A i,  A 2 and A 3 are constants.
We can rewrite (3.1.6) as
(3.1.7)
M g(f) =  ( l - 2()-2
±(24n)  ^ "(^3(1 — 2t) 2 -|- (A2 — 3A3)(1 — 2t) 2
± (A i — A2 +  3A s)(l — 2t) 2
+ (^ 2  — A i  — A s)(l — 2t) 2 0  ((1 — 2t) 2 ^
+0(Ti-2), (3.1.8)
from which it follows tha t
f s { x )  = 9p{x) +  (24n)  ^{Aa5fp+6(œ) +  {A2 — 3A3)g'p_|.4(æ)
+{Ai — A 2 + 3A3)gp.^.2{x) + (^ 2  ~ Al — A3)gp(x) +  0 (£fp+8(®))} 
+0(7i-&), (3.1.9)
where f s { x )  is the probability density function of S  and gp{x) is the probability den­
sity function of a x^{p) random  variable. Now, from the recurrence relation gp+2{x) ~
^P~^9p{^) we have tha t
f s { x )  =  9p{x) ( l A  Bo + B ix  A  B 2x'  ^ A  Bsx^ +  O{x'^0 0 { n ~ ^ ) ,  (3.1.10)
where
A2 — A i  — A 3Bo — 24n
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Ag — 3 A3 
24p{p +  2)n 
A3
24p{p + 2){pA  4 )n ’
This can be used to obtain the following result by Cordeiro & Ferrari [14].
Proposition 1:
I f  a statistic S  has a moment generating function of the form (3.1.6) then the statistic S '  
given by (3.1.5), where
a =
b =
I2p{p A 2){p + 4) 
A2 — 2 A3
12p{p +  2)
Ai — A2 +  A3
12p
has a x^(p) distribution with error o f order 0 (n“ l ) .
3.2 N o ta tio n
Before we s ta rt Taylor-expanding the geometric Wald statistics, we introduce some more 
notation th a t will simplify the expansions. Let /  =  /((9; 9) denote the expected likelihood
yoke (1.3.16). Recall from Remark 2 in Section 1.3.2 th a t \fi.^j{9)] — i{9), where i{9) is the
expected information m atrix  of order 0 (1 ). We define the (normalised) derivatives of the 
scores by
Z, = n-&A(g;X) (3.2.11)
Z:; =  " - ^ k (^ ;X ) -a / . , . ]  (3.2.12)
Yijk — ^[hjk ~  (3.2.13)
and
Z* = )'';(^)Z,. (3.2.14)
We shall use subscripts .. to  denote the nuisance parts of the derivatives of the
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scores, that is
Zia = n - b H ( « ; X ) - n . / J  
etc.
Letting denote the inverse of the nuisance part [i(x,p] of the information m atrix  i,
we define
(3.2.15)
Note th a t all the (normalised) derivatives (Z%, Z{j, etc.) of the score are of order 0 (1 ).
3 .2 .1  T ensoria l V ersions o f D er iv a tiv es  o f  th e  Score
In order to  simplify the calculations in the expansion of the geometric Wald statistics and 
to  give them  an invariant form, we use the following tensorial versions of the derivatives 
of the score vector. Let
(3.2.16)
Yij — Zij — (3.2.17)
Yijk — Zijk — fij.iZkm +  {fij\mfkn\l (3.2.18)
Subscripts .. denote the nuisance parts of the T s, th a t is
Kv = Zn
Yia — Zia fioi-,k^ 
etc.
k
Note th a t the T s are all of order 0 (1 ).
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3 .2 .2  S om e U se fu l T ensors
To simplify the expansions of the geometric Wald statistics we introduce the following 
tensors (see Barndorff-Nielsen et al. [2] or Blæsild [11])
Ajk — ~fij-,ki^hjk ~  fijk  (3.2.19)
fi\jk f  jk;ii~ fj;ik fik\j ~  fk]ij ~~ fij-,k^ 
kj-M =  ~ fi3 ' ,m fn \kp '^ '^ firM  (3.2.20)
U,jkl -  ~  kjmfkl;n{^}jkp'^''^ + fiijkl ~  fjkl;i (3.2.21)
kjki; =  ~ A ',jk i~  kj-,ki{^]jki' (3.2.22)
The geometrical interpretation of the tensor Ajki '^  ^the skewness tensor (see Lauritzen [24]). 
Subscripts o:,/?,7 , . . .  denote the nuisance parts of the /-tensors, th a t is
k j a  I t;_jQr f j a ; i
/ a P ' y  fa'ip-y fp'^;a
k j \ a p  f i j ; m f n \ a p ^  f i j ] c i p
etc.
Observe th a t all / s  are tensors and are of order 0 (1 ).
Furtherm ore, because we are considering only interest-respecting re-param eterisations, it 
is easy to  see th a t the following expressions are tensors
I r l f f  =  (3-2.23)
s  'a,p =  {faff-J +  ^jap) -  '^-1 {fap-,s +  /a f f f j  (3.2.24)
1 . - 1  .The geometrical interpretations of H  ^ ^ and H  a,re the expected 1-embedding curvature 
and the expected (-l)-em bedding curvature, respectively, of 0q in 0  (see e.g. Barndorff- 
Nielsen & Blæsild [3]). We also define the following lowered versions of the embedding 
curvatures.
Hi-a,p — H,j H  (3.2.25)
-1 (3.2.26)
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Finally, we define the following tensors
T'ijkl ~ (3.2.27)
1'^i\a,jk — Iii\a,P /jk'y'^^''^ (3.2.28)
1 (3.2.29)
1 Bi\ayS f a p ' y  fotp'y'yi /a0'y\e (3.2.30)
— 1 Hk-yCXyP (3.2.31)
-1 — 1 —1 • •^ oc,P,'y,6 ~ HVyOiypH i ’ • (3.2.32)
we use subscript s a , P , . . .  for the nuisance parts of the tensors. ®'g* '^ijka —
Ajf etc.
3 .2 .3  Sub- and S u p erscr ip ts
In this section we shall differentiate between single and multiple indices. Let lower-case 
letters such as i , j ,  k , . . . run through { 1 , . . . ,  r}, and let the upper-case letters / ,  J, K , . . .  
run through {1, . . . , r, 11,. . . , r r ,  111,.. . , r r r } .  We shah use upper case letters R , S , T . . .  
to  denote sets of multi-indices { ( /) , ( / ,  / ) ,  ( I , J , K ) , ...} , e.g. the cumulant Xr  means the 
set of all cumulants {A*, A*y,. . . ,  A^j , ..
3.3 E xp ected  G eom etric W ald T ests
The family of geometric Wald statistics (2.3.6) in expected geometry is defined as
W = (3.3.33)
where
with f{0] 6') as the expected likelihood yoke (1.3.16),
/ ( « ;  « ')  =  n - ' E s -  [ / (« )  -  /(S ') ]  ■ ( 3 .3 .3 4 )
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Note that Ti{6\6'), Vi{6\9') and >V have order 0(1).
M odified E xoected G eom etric Wald Test
W hen the expected likelihood yoke is used, the modified geometric Wald test (2.3.9) be­
comes
a
W =  h { h 0 ) i ' ’K9)Vi(9->9). (3.3.35)
3.4 B a rtle tt-ty p e  A dju stm en ts
In order to  compute the moment generating functions of the geometric Wald statistics 
and the modified geometric Wald statistics, and hence their B artlett-type corrections,
we need to  find the asymptotic distributions of >V and W up to  order 0 ( n  2). This
a SFis done by Taylor-exp anding }V and W  as polynomials in the (normalised) score vector 
T* =  ( T i , . . . ,  W) T il, • • • 5 Yrr, T ill, • • • j Yrrr) and using a result by Barndorff-Nielsen & 
Cox [5] on the distribution of T^. Letting X r  denote the cumulants of T*, observe th a t
IE [T*] =  ( 0 , . . . ,  0) and the variance of T. is A =  [A/,j]. Let A~  ^ =  [A^ '*^ ] denote the inverse
of A.
From Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox [5, Section 6.3] we find the probability density function of 
Y^ to  be
p(T*;<9) = (p(TK;A){l + n-&Qi±%-:^Q2 +  0(7%-&)}, (3.4.36)
where y(-; A) denotes the probability density function of the (r+r^+r^)-dim ensional nor­
m al distribution with mean zero and variance m atrix A, and
Qi = ^X^^'^’^ hijTciY^] X)
Q2 -  ■^X^''^'^'^'^hiJKL{Yy^',X) + — X^''^'^^X^’^ '^h iJK L M N {Y ^’,X),
where hij(Y^]  A), hijK(Yy^\ A), etc. are the covariant Hermite polynomials (1.4.33)-(I.4.36), 
defined by
hij(Yy^',X) =  T /T j -  A /,j, (3.4.37)
hijK{Y^;X)  = Y j Y j Y r  — X j ^ j Y r  { 3 }  , (3.4.38)
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= yf%7yR:Tb-Aj,jyRryL{6} +  Af,jAA:,i,{3}, (3.4.39)
hijKLMNiXA  A) =  Yi Yj Yk Yl Ym Yn  -  Xi j^ Yk Yl Ym Yn  {15}
+A/,jA/c,i,yMTjv {45} -  Xij\KyL^M ,N  {15} , (3.4.40)
and where and are lifted by A“ ^, e.g. =  A^'^A'^'^A^'^Af,,M,;v-
The As and fis are aU of order 0 (1 ). Thus the term s Q\  and Q 2 are both of order 0 (1 ).
Rem ark 9;
Note tha t
A*j =  ^ \Y iY j]  = ii j^ 
Xijk -  IE [YiYjk] =  0 




Let KR denote the moments of the derivatives of the log-likelihood function for one obser­
vation. We can write / j . j ( ^ )  in term s of the moments as
f l  = K-I (3.4.42)
fl-,j — ^ 1,3 (3.4.43)
fi-,jk ~  ^l,jk Y  Kjj^k (3.4.44)
fl]jkl ~  '^IJkl +  l l^yjykl {^}jkl T i^i,j,k,i (3.4.45)
etc.
Note from (1.3.12)-(1.3.15) th a t we can write / . j ( 6*) as a sum of functions such
th a t I  \J K  = J  and I  is non-empty. Thus we can write all derivatives of f{6)  in term s of 
the moments. It is not (necessarily) possible to  write an isolated moment as a function of 
the / / . j ( 6>)s.
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3.5 Taylor E xpansions
Taylor expansion (in any coordinate system on the full param eter space 0 )  of =  Z 0 )  
around the true value 9 of the param eter gives
0 =
=  X )  +  n - ih i ( 0 - ,  X )  (è’ -  g ' )  +  X )  (g ' -  (»*= -
+ « “ : X )  (ê ' -  e^) (ê*’ -  (ê' -  0 ')  + . . .
=  % +  [ Z i j  +  n i/; .]  (g; - 9 9  +  5 +  n i/;,.,] (g' -  g ') ( ê ' ‘ -  9^)
+  g [x.'jH +  n2/;,.„] -  9*1 ( 9* -  9^* -  H- —
By substituting S = ri2 Ç ê — 9^ j and re-arranging, we find th a t 
-% = - h A  + n -i  + i/;,.,9^«'=} + n-i
+  (71- ^ )  .
Solving for 6* gives
(' = Z*'+ n -i
+ 0  («-&) . (3.5.46)
Let 6 =  U2 (^ — Clearly, 5“ =  nz vanishes. Furtherm ore, we observe th a t
Zq; =  Za{9) =  0. Thus expanding Z^  around the true value 9, substituting and solving 
for fi", we obtain
9“ =  Z“ +  n - i h “-'’Z;,.,Z'^ +  i<^“ ’% .y«Z '"Z '}
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+ 0  (n“ l )  . (3.5.47)
3 .5 .1  T ay lor-exp an d in g  i-1
Observe th a t gp-îi,^((9) =  fi.^jkiO) and Q ^ i i y j { 0 )  =  Uj/kii^)^  Using (1.4.47) and (1.4.48), 
we find th a t
^  i‘A )  = (3.5.48)
(3.5.49)
Thus
i  , „ - i l  t« (9 )9 ''9 ' +
+  i i .> in n  Z ‘ Z '}  +  O ( n - I )
/ , i  +  n-&
+ „ - i
+ 0 ( n ~ l ) . (3.5.50)
Likewise, we find th a t
Q0k’ ' ■• 2de'‘d0‘
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j
+ y ' ‘‘i’'‘ \ - f k - f f . 0 ! .  +  - f k - n A  2 “ Z '’2
3+ 0 (^ -2 ). (3.5.51)
3 .5 .2  T aylor E xp an d in g  fî(^; ^0
Let f îj ; j(^ ;  ^0 denote the derivatives of 9 ' ) ,  e.g. 9 ')  -  - ^ Y i { 9 \  9 ' ) ,  V i j { 9 ;  9 ' )  -
■ ^Ti(9 \9 ') ,  etc. We find from (1.3.9)-(1.3.15) tha t
h  = +
= 0 (3.5.52)
h  =
=  —n ^ i i j  (3.5.53)
Aijk -  - y -  ( - / { 3 }  -  / ij;fc {3}) +  —
_  ?%2 j^ -g (3  +  «)/ijA: -  {3}j" (3.5.54)
Aijki = ri2 - ^ —{-fi jk i  ~  fi-,jki {4} -  fijk-,1 {4} -fij-,ki {6}) +  • 2 j 
“  1 2 ~  “  fij;ki {3})
+ 2 {^i-dki ~fjki-,i +  (fiki-,j ~  fjiikl +  “  fki-,ij) {3}jw) I , (3.5.55)
and th a t
h i  =
=  (3.5.56)
r _ f 1 + y I \A i-,jk (  2 A k \ i  4" 2
= \^2 ^jk;i +fv,jk) ~  2 (3.5.57)
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i_ (1  + a  I - a
Ai j ; k  ~  72.2  ^ ^ fk-yij 4~I  2
=  \ ^ 2 ^ k ; i j  +  f i j - k )  A-
f iji/c I
(3.5.58)
« _  i f l + a  1 - a
A i-,jkl ~  772 ^  ^  I j k l ’yi ' 2 Ai-,jkl
-  7^  ^ (3.5.59)
r  _  1 +A ij\kl 77 j  g 9  Aij\kl
= 772
I 2
 ^ { 2 % ; ^  +A(;U ) +  " /ü ;w ) } (3.5.60)
1 f 1 +  a272 + 1 —  0!' / ijk;l
(3.5.61)
Tims, we find the Taylor expansion of r«(^; Ô) around (^; 0) as
n(^;<9) =  A  +  7 7 - ^ | A / ' 4 - A ; / ' )
+27-7
3 1 Of A.AjAj 1 Of  ^• J\ ■% r>t J 1 Of y\ , A., . A, , 1 O *^ .^ 1*,.']+ n - î  .,,9^9*9' +  - f .; , , ,9 '9 '= 9 ' +  - f ; , . , ; 9 ;9 Y ' +  .« 9 ^ 9 Y '| +  . . .
=  n - i | + Z ^ '  +  + „ Z “ }
+ n - i  I  +  l p ' % l r . Z ' z n  +
+ i + - , Z - 'Z ‘ +  + ,< .Z ^ Z “ +
+ n - i  ( +  (?■-**'•"'Zh Z „ „ Z "  +  «^■^ '•‘ ZfctaZ'Z"*
+ i^ 'V tta i” '’*ZnpZ'Z'’ +  t i^ ’‘’i ''“ /„ .„ „ Z ,,Z "Z '’ +  i i^ 'V ,,„ „ Z 'Z ” Z"
+  fn-''«Z^.,Z«.Z' +  iZ ;,.,5Z^Z«
2  ^P'yS J eipcj>‘
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+  y % , , z ^ z ‘^
+ i  A .,.„Z iZ *Z ' +  i | ’y j .„ Z ^ z ‘ Z “ +  i / ’,.,.„^Z^Z»Z^ +  i | ’,.,^ ^ Z “ Z'3z'’ |
+0(71"=^)
-Z,- +  2,-
+?^-& +  % , . -  1(1 +  0:)/,.,.tZ^'Z^
+ / i j ; a  +  2 ^  ^+  ^ ) A j a Z^ 'Z"' + t (1 “  ^)Aaj3 +  : /^a/3;i +  9**.7^^’Vcv/35 Z « z ^
+ n - '  | - i Z i j t Z ' Z "  -  V * Z ijZ k iZ '  -  i ( l  +  a )/,- ,,t i‘’''Z,„Z-^Z’
- \ i ’’’^ fur.Zi,Z'Z'- + “ (1 +  + /î j ;a i^'^ZwZ'Z"




(1 +  a )  {4} +  {4} -{- fij.^ki {6})
+  [4(1 +  ^ )  fjkm  +  2^il-,J^''^fjkm
+  4  {fijk;(x  +  fa- ,ijk  +  ^ ( fa - , i j k  ~  f i j k ; a ) )
+  [ |( 1  +  Va/35 +  2^ira^''^'^fcc(38
+  4 (Aj;a;8 + /« ,8;v +
+  [-(1  +  a)Aa6^^'Vpjc  +  2^aS-,i^^’V0'y,
z^^'z^z'
+ 12 (fi'iaP'y f  yP'y'fi ^ ( / a / ? 7 ;i f  i\aP'y)^ Z«z/^Z^
4-2, (^i/^'^Z^^Zg,Z' +  -Z/^^gZ-^Z^ + /g^gi/'^ ''Z ,^Z^Z^
+ l ’' ' ' ’% .^ z :p ' , z ‘z'i' + i / f i , 5, z ^ z ‘ z '0-ySe^
+ $ / m « ' ' ' '% w Z ' 'z * z 4 |  +  O ( n - I ) , (3.6.62)
and we find the Taylor expansion of F,(^; ^) as
a - « i f a „ .  a ^ . ' jr i(« ;S ) =  A +  >*” ’ { / ’;/■’ +  / ’i„ « 4
. f l o ;  ---  a ---  l a  -.-,'1
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1 s. 1 s.
n - i  (  P i . j Z i  +  A „ Z “
+ n - i  ] +  h '-V w rn ^ 'Z " )  +  l '» ( '^ “ ''’ Z^^Z '' +  h “ '% ^ « Z '’Z ‘ )
+ 5  +  /'.■„„Z^Z“ +  5 ^ i„ z ,z “ z'>}
+ n - i  | / ’i.j (i-’''‘ i‘'’" Z t,Z „ „ Z -  +  ^f-'-Z w m Z 'z '^
+*^’'‘A ,„ i ’" '" z „ p Z 'z ” +  h ^ '‘'i ''” /„ „ ,Z H Z ’‘z '’ +  h ^ ' '% „ „ z 'z > " z '
' n p g ‘
+  ((/^ '«Z ^^Z aZ ' +  -Zg^(Z^Z« +/g^;Z ,''''Z .*Z«Z '^
+  ^ "^ '% #Z g^Z «Z '»  +  i / ^ ^ 5,Z ^Z «Z ' +
+  f z u , Z '  (*<=''Z,„Z“  +  i*'=’' / , „ „ Z ’" Z " )
+  fi„„- ( f ^ Z w Z 'Z "  +  ^ é Y w m Z 'Z ^ Z »  +  v'^’^ Zg^ZiZ '^  +  ^ z /" '% ^ ;Z 'Z ^ Z « )  
+  J i , ^ Z “ {p<^ '<Z^ sZ<^  +  ^ z ,^ % « ,Z ^ Z ')
+ i  A „ h Z^'z " z ' +  i  A „,,tZ ^ 'Z ^Z » +  i|'..„p ,,.Z ^Z “ Z '’ +  i f  i„^^Z“ Z'’Z ^}
+0(7%-^)
Z,- -  2^ ,«Z"'
+T2-& ( Z ,jZ : -  + - (1  +  o:)Ajfc ~ fij-k z ^ z '
+ f iaxi  +  ô ( l  +  ^ ) k
+  | “ 7(^ +  ^)A<xp -  7;fia]p {3} -  7*i,7^^’Va/3g z°^z^
+T»-' [ \ z i i k Z ’ Z ’‘ +  V * Z i j Z u Z ‘ + if 'V w m Z zjZ 'Z '
+
+
- ( 1  +  a ) ^ i j k  ~ f i j ; k  ~ f i k ; j ^  +  ( 9 ( 1  +  ^ ) A k a  + / ia ; f c  )
; ( 1  +  < ^)A ja  + f i a - J 7/«'/^Z^.,Z^Z^ +  - - ( 1  +  + / , , ^  i//^'^Z^gZ«Z2
kin
+  Y2  +  fi-,jk l  +  f j k l ; i  +  O^ifjkhi - f i ; j k l ) )
+ |^^(1 + < ^ )A la ^ ^ '" ^ fjk m  + 2 f^ a -,l^ ^ '^ fjk m
+  4 {fia-,jk +  /jk;icx +  ^(/jk-,i<x -  f ia- , jk) )
z ^ z ^ z '
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+  [^(1 +  «)Aj7^-^^’Va/3g +  2^i7;i^^’Va/3g 
+  4 (/;;*a/3 +  Aa/3;j +  °=(/7;ia)8 "  Aa/3;j)
+  [ - 4(1 +  0!)Aag^^'%7( +  2^iaS^^'^fp-y€
+  Y2 {~fi-,ap'y {4} -  fap^-i {4} -  Aa;/?7
+  “ (A;a/37 ~  fcxp^;i +  %c)9;7 “  +  ^fia;P^ ~  3/^7;ia))] Z^Z'^
- 2, - , +  l ^ , ) 7g ^ ^ ^  +/g^gZ/-^''Z,^Z^Z^
+  ^ 4 7 6 ^ " '% # '^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) }  +  0(72-#). (3.5.63)
3 .5 .3  E xp an sion  for th e  G eo m etr ic  W ald S ta tis t ic
Now, expanding the geometric Wald test statistic is simply a m atter of putting  together 
the expansions (3.5.50) and (3.5.62) of and r ,(^ ;^ )  and Tj{9\9),
M; =  f ,( (9 ;^ ) r '; (% ((9 ;^ )
+ n -5  [ 2 ( - Z i  +  
X { - Z j k Z ' ‘ +  i j , ^ v ° ‘'^Zg-,Z~< -  i ( l  +  a ) / , i , Z ' ^ Z
+ /jfcio +  2(1 +  <Z)t’jka Z^Z " +  |- ( 1  -  a)f,j„g +  ^/oiSa +  
+ ( - Z i  +  i i ,„ z “ ) ( - Z j  +  t ,> z “ ) (-«••'.-^'■"•(/h.™+/,,*„)Z'=)} 
+71-1 | 2(-Z ,- +  i j> Z “ )(ji'0
X (-izi^feZ^Z* -  V ^ Z i i Z k i Z '  -  i ( l  + a)/,.,vti*’'Z,„Z '^Z™




- (1  +  o ) A ja + /i j ;a v°"'9z^^Z^Z^  +  %(1 -  a ) / ic /^3 +  /«/?;{
- - ( 1  +  Ci) f k i n
— ( 1  4- ck) + / i ; j f c /  { 4 }  + A j& ;( { 4 }  + / i j ; H  { 6 } ) j  Z ^ Z ^ Z ^
i ( l  +
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ZJ'Z^Z^
4*4 {fijk\oc fa-,ijk 4* C^ifa]ijk f { j k \ a ) }
4- [4(1 +  ^)Aj'y^^'^fa0S 4*
4" 4 { f i j ;a p  4" / a0;ij 4* C^{fa0;ij ~  f  ti;or/?)
4* 1^4(1 +  Ci)/i^s^^’^ /p'ye +  2^
+  Y2 {fi\o!0'y 4-/aj97;i 4- Ot{fa0^.i “  A;a/?^)) Z^'Z^Z^
+ 2 , - ^2 / - ^ ' ^ Z^ . y Zg , Z '  +  + /^ .y g 2 / 'T ^ ''Z ,^ Z ^ Z ^
+  ( -Z i  +  l i , a Z ° ‘ ) ( “ 2*’ ^ +//;fcm 4-Ant;( +/m;w)'^^)
X (-z,&z^ + 2;,«2/«'/)Z^9Z  ^-  1(1 + a)/,wZ^Z^
+ 1fjk-,cc 4- 9(1  + «) Aa:» Z ^ Z ^  + [ - ( 1  -  a)Xjg^ + 9A/3;; 4- a0S Z^'Z^
+f'i ( - % Z 1 + i i ,a t '“ ’^ Z g ^ Z - '  -  i ( l  + a )4 tZiZ '
+ Ai;cv +  9(1 "f a ) / tja Z ^ Z ^ ' f - ( 1  -  a)A„^ + 7:f(x0-,i 4* a/3(5 Z^'Z^
X (^—Z j k Z ^  + ij^a^°‘'^Z^^Z'^ — 4(1  4- a ) ^ j ^ i Z ’^ Z^
+ /jA ;;cv +  9 ( 1  +  A ' k a Z^'Z" + - (1  -  a )  Ac,/) +  xA/);; +  9 Z^'Z^
+ ( - Z ,  +  2,,« Z ")(-Z ,. +  2,. «Z'^) ( - 2*A :'-A ,^/^r'PZ& pZ'
+ _i.',m+,n Z " Z ')}
+ 0 (ra“ ’ )
i i j Z ’Zi -  i„,/jZ“ Z^
+ n - î  | 2  [Z.y - 4 - , Z ‘'] Z 'Z i -  2 [Zi„ - 4 . , Z ‘ ] Z 'Z “ -  i ( l  -  a ) U j k Z ' Z »  
+ i ( l  -  3 a ) 4 „ Z ‘Z iZ “ -  [4 .^.. +  i ( l  -  3 a ) 4 ^ ]  Z 'Z “ Z^
+ [/ozîn +  -  “ )/» z37 Z“ Z'’ Z ' ' |
n-1 { [Zi,-, -  34.,tl-"*Zfc„ +  (3 4 ^ „ i’" 'V « „  - 4 i;i)Z '] Z 'Z 'Z ''
-  [Z .>  -  3 4 . , i ' ’™ Z„„ +  ( 3 / y , - 4 , , , ) Z ' ]  Z 'Z 'Z "
+3+-' [Z.y - 4 , , Z * ' ]  [Z ,„  - / , „ ,„ Z " ]  Z 'Z ”
- 2+.' [z.y. - 4 ,,Z ^j j z ; . - 4 ,.Z "] Z^Z“
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[ %  [Z c 7  - / » 7 ; » Z " ]  Z ' Z “
+u<<^ [Z„7 -4 ^ ,,-Z '']  [ Z g ( - 4 : ^ j Z ' ]  Z »Z 'l 
+  i ( - 5  +  3 a ) 4 , e''”  [ z , „  Z»] Z 'Z 'Z *
+ (1  -  3 a ) 4 „ i ^ ' ‘ \Z i ,  - / , . g „ Z “ ] Z 'Z 'Z »
-  ( i ( l  -  3a)4 ,^  + 4  ^J  +•'= [z« - 4 ,,z'] z 'z -z 'i
+**=■'4 t  [Z ic, - / , „ , ™ Z ” ] Z ' ' Z ' Z " - 2 / ' % ^ ^ ,  [ 4 -7 - / j 7 ; ,Z ' ' ]  Z ^ Z I Z '
+ 1 /^ ''  ( /« Z Î7  + / . A 7  +  2 / „ 7 z4  [ z «  - 4 u Z ' ]  Z ' Z " Z "
+  i ( l  -  i a y - ' < f i j g  [ Z „  - 4 ^ .^ Z * ]  Z<Zi'Z“ 
- ( 1  -  3a)z/i'’« 4 ,  [Zg; - 4 ;.jZ i] Z 'Z “ Z '’
+  i ( l  -  i a y y ^ g s  [Z7 .  -  Ae-,iZ'] Z 'Z ^ Z ^
+  ( ^ g  -  g "  +  +  »’” '" 4 ;m /)t i ;n  “ / i j iH
+ (2  “  +  g ( l  “  2a ) 4^ .^, - 4 i i t ) ]  Z 'Z ’ Z ^ Z ‘
+  ( “ J  +  2 a  -  -a ^ )« ''™ 4 v /tm c  +  j ( l  +  “ ) ('*’"*4 i/fa ;m {3 } i(: i»  ~  fi-Jka + 4 ' o + )
“ ^ 2 ( 5  -  7 a )  f i l J j k - , m  - / a - , i j k  + f i j k - , a )  "  ‘^ ^‘’’" f ia - j frn - jk  +  ^ f i a - j k  
+  i ( l  -  3 a ) / ' i 'A i ; . , ; ,4 ^ ^ ]  Z ' Z i z ’‘ Z ‘>
+  ( g  -  4 “  ■*■ g “ ^ )  f i j k  h a t s  +  ( 4  “  2 “  4 “ ^ )  A '/J
+  j ( l  -  S a y / i j k f f  t-,a,0 +  -  5 4 ;« /5  +
/ i a ] k f l ; j P  f i a i j p  ^  /îZ:a^/34'C^l*iz3 f a ; i j 0  ^  f i jP ' , t^
+  2 “  ~  fi-,jag  + /it»^;i) “  (1 ~  S a y H i - , a f - j g s
- y ' ’'^Hi;a.-<kj-,g,S Z ' Z > Z “ Z ^
+ ( 4  “ “ “ ï'*^) A'“ ~ 2 ^^  ~ Sa)i>''’^ i j „ H k \ g , i
- ^ ’ ’’‘f ia t j fk - .g - i+ f ia - .g - , + 4(1  + “ ) ('I'''Aj«47;t{^}'')7 -  A;.'g7 + f ia g - . - , )
+  Sa)  ( 3 *1 ^ 4 „ A 7 !(c  ~  fi-,ag-i + /c«Î7ii) +  “  y ‘ '‘Hi-,C‘,sfg-yt
+ 3 7 / ^ 4 , - 4 w  +  i.',«i'®'‘A (,7 ;< ]  Z * Z “ Z '’ Z -'
+  ( ~ ï ë  +  g " +  16“ ^) A-y: -  g ( l  -  a){3i''^ -  4;#7« +A/37;«)
+ i ( l  -  3a)i'JSi.,a.,gjlj^s  +  \i''^Sv.a.gHi-,-y,s] Z ' Z ' i Z ' i z d  +  0 ( n " l )





C i,3>k ■(1 — o)Ar -(1 -  ^Cx)Am0
- - ( 1  -  3 a )A ^ ÿ - H^^,6
(1 — a )  Xg(^ (3.5.67)
g  i,j,k,lmn  
Q  i,j,kl,mn
,s i , j ,k , l ,m ,n  a,'y 0,e S,ip
(3.5.68)
(3.5.69)
C i,j ,k,lm _ r i (—5 +  3 a ) /npq
a,0 
k,m -i,n
- (1  -  3a) A ^ g -  Hn-n,s
a,0
+ S %(1 -  3a)X^pg01,0,1 - - - - 1^2 ’
[ -(1  -  3a) 4 ,4,]
QJ,P ,'Y,Uj€ [1- (1  -  3a) /^^^ (3.5.70)
C i,j,k,l ^16 8 ^"^  16^ ^  '^mnpq g ( l  /m-,npq fmn-,pq
V  3 1 \  1f _ _  4- 2a  -  - a ^ j  Tmnpp -  ^(1  +  «)/m;n?./î
*h Y2 (d Ci) ^pyfYin-p T f’rn0\np T g ( ^  3a) T fn -^^ n p
1 1 , 1 .  ,-  -  - a  +  - a  ] Tmn'yS
, , 1  1 , -- 
+  1.4 - 5 “ + “
. 1 2\  / I  3 \  -1 1 , 1 ,4 ^  )  +  I 4 "  4 °^  ) ^  l,S,mn ~~ g
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^ m 'y \ n S  4" a  e\C^ ^ m ; 7vyS 3ci) T'rn;'y,n8 ^m \n]-y ,8
1 1-  — CK — - a "  ) TmSeip
— ~ ( 1  -  3a) T 5,e,,ni/- + /m8;eip ~  ^(1 + /s-,meip
+  — (1 +  5a) + ^ (1  — Q;) T ^ . s , e i j  -  T'm-,Scip
Ï6  +  8 “ + Ï 6 “
+  - (1  -  3a) r T- e, ,^ÿ,x + g ( l  ”  o:)A ;#x (3.5.71)
and aU other Cs vanish.
Rem ark 11:
We see from (3.5.64) th a t with error of order 0 {n~2) the geometric Wald statistics have 
the same asymptotic expansion as the likelihood ratio statistic (and the score statistic). 
Thus, with error of order 0 (n “ 2 ) the geometric Wald statistics have the same asymptotic 
distribution with p  degrees of freedom as the likelihood ratio statistic.
Alternatively, observe th a t the expansion of the expected geometric Wald statistics with 
error of order 0 (n “ 2) can be re-written as
w  =  i ' y Y j - u ° - ^ Y a Y g  + 0 ( n - i )
= ( 4  -  i a y ' % )  (% -  i b y % )  + 0{n-i), (3.5.72)
where [2“’^ ] is the interest-part of the expected formation m atrix 2“ i(^ ). From general 
results (e.g. Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox [5]), we know th a t with error of order 0 (n “ 2), 
the score vector (Y i,.. .,57) has a central r-dimensional normal distribution with covari­
ance m atrix  i{9). Straightforward linear transform ations of multi-dimensional normal 
distributions give us th a t the vector (57 — H,o;^ “^ ’'^57?,..  .,57  — has a central
p-dimensional normal distribution with variance m atrix M{9)y where M{9)  is the inverse 
of the m atrix  [i®’^ (0)]. Thus, with error of order 0 (n ~ 2), the expected geometric Wald 
statistics (3.5.72) have a distribution with p  degrees of freedom.
Rem ark 12:
Observe th a t the coefficients C C C q  t,j,ki,mn (3.5.65), (3.5.66),
(3.5.68) and (3.5.69) do not depend on the value of a .
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If we have a model with vanishing skewness tensor most of the  coefficients of the 
form C  and C  vanish, the remaining ones simplifying to
g  =
g  i,3,ot,k0
Note th a t the remaining coefficients do not depend on a. Furtherm ore, the following 









^  oi,0,-y,S — i  ' H  i-a,0 H  j - y , S
W hen both the embedding curvature H  7,/? 9,nd the skewness tensor vanish, the 
expansion of the geometric Wald statistics simplifies even more. All coefficients except 
C  and C  vanish. Also, most of the /-tensors and r-tensors in C vanish, 
leaving only
A j\k l  — ~ f i j ] m f n ’,kl^^’^  f i j]k l  
A-,jkl ~  f i \ jk l  ~  f  jkl\i
i-,a0nf =
3 .5 .4  E xp an sion  for th e  M od ified  G eo m e tr ic  W a ld  S ta t is t ic
To find the expansion of the modified geometric Wald statistic, we use the expansions 
(3.5.63) and (3.5.51) of Ti{0] 9), Tj{9] §) and i~^{9) to get
^  =  n (l9 ;^)r ':'(% (< 9;(9 )
=  (Z,- -  :,-«Z^)2*':'(Zj -  ÿ ,^Z ^)
+ n - i  {2(Z i
+ - - ( 1  -f a )  A/j/ -  A t;! +  |A a;t +  f jka Z ^Z ''
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+ - (3  +  oî)Aot0 “  ~
+(Z,. -  2\,aZ«)(Z,. -
+,^-1 { 2 (Z j- i ,,« Z « )(2 : 'A
+ - - ( 1  +  a ) A j t  -  f i j-k  ~  / i t ; i )  +  f  9(1  +  O l)A ka  +  fia-,k )
+
+
:(i +  t t)A >  +/îQ.;j - (1  +  a)Acv/3 +  Aa/? 
((1 +  ^ )A jm  +  2Aj;m +  ^^'^fkln
I/^''YZ.ygZ''Z^
z ^ z ^ z '~*"Ï2 +A;iW + +  «(/jW;i ~  f i ; j k l ) )
+  [4(1 +  ^)fila'^^'^fjkm +  2^ia;l'^^''^fjkm 
~^4 (Aa;jt 4" ^ ^ j k ; i a  f i a ; j k ) )
4- | - ( 1  4- « )A j7 '^^ ’Va/35 4- ■^firJ^'^'^faPS
4- 4 {fj-,ia0 4- f i a 0 ; j  4- «(/jjiap ~ f i a 0 ; j )  Z^ Z^
4- [“ ^(^  4- «)Aa5^"^'%7€ 4- ^fiaS^^'Vp-yc 
4* 22 ( Ai;oc0'y {4} f  oip'y^ i {4} f  ta;/37
4- 0:(A;a/37 ~/a/37;i 4* '^fia0-a ~ ^f^-,ia0 +  %a;/?7 “  ^fp'riia))] Z°"Z^Z" 
('i/'y'^Zp^Zg.Z' +  +A3.^gi/'^''Z,^Z^Z^
+ (Z , -  (-^ .'= 2; '' Z '')
X ( z , / k Z "  -  ÿ ,« i/« '/^ Z p .y Z ^  +  [ - 1 ( 1  +  a ) A , /  -  A , ; ( Z*Z^
Z*Z"/ j a ; f c  4- 2 ^^ 4- a )  A t a  
■7 ( 3  4- « )  Acv/3 -  7jfja-,0  { 3 }  -  9^J,7^'^'% )85
+
4-
4-2*':'' ( Z.yZ^' -  2,-^ i/«'/^Z^.yZ^ +
1
Z^'Z^
-  j ( l  4- o:)A jt - f i j - , k Z^Z^
4-
4-
Z:^Z'fia -,j +  2 ^  ^ +  “ ) A
4(3 4- a) A a / 3  -  g A a ; ^  {3} ~  2 * * a ^ ^ ’V a / 3 5  Z"^Z^^
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X (^ Z jk Z ’’ -  Z g-fZ ' ' +  —-(1  +  ~ / jh - , l
f ja - ,k+ 2^^ '^ '^ ) f iko ,  Z ‘‘Z “
- i ( 3  +  a ) A .g  -  \fja-,g {3} -  Z»Z<’
+(Z i -  *;,„Z»)(Zi -  i j , a Z n  { - i ' ' ' v y „ , , n i g v ^ ’- < z y < ^
+  [ - f k ; , i y ' ' L g S + ^ f k ; „ . i y ^ f , , » l g  -fk;,lag]  Z ' Z ^ }
+ 0 ( n - 2 )
i j Z ' Z i  -  y z - ^ - z »
+ n - i  {2 [Zij Z 'Z^  -  2 [Z;„ - f i „ , y ]  Z 'Z -  -  i ( l  +  a ) / , , ,Z 'Z ^ Z '
+  - ( l  +  3 a )/i^ „ Z 'Z ^ Z ‘ fa p ; i + 2(1  + 3a)V' Z^'Z^'Z^
+  [/a/3;7 +  2 V +  «) Xa/?7
22-' { [Zijk -  3 f i j , y Z k , n  + A ,„ - f i i k ; , ) Z ‘] Z 'Z 'Z ''
-  [ Z i j a  -  3 4 .i i ' ’” Z„„ +  (34^„i"*'»/(„c, - 4 „ ,; ) Z ' ]  Z'Z'Z»
+ 3 P ’‘ [ Z i j  - 4 -.,Z'=] [Z,„ - / ,„ ,„ Z ’*] z-z™
-2 + - ' - 4 ,,z*’] [z/c - 4 ..Z"] Z'Z"
- 22-'’-'' [z.„ -/ift.Z*'] [Z77 - ! „ ^ ,y \  Z'Z“
+22^ .^  [z.7 - 4 .,,.z-] [z^, - 4 ,„-z '^] Z“Z^
- | ( 5  +  S a ) U j y  [Zkm - fk m :n Z " \  Z 'Z ’ Z ’'
+ (1  +  3 a )A to i^ ’' [Zj,  -  4 , „ Z “ ] Z 'Z ' Z"
-  ( 5(1 +  3a)Ac,3 + U : ? }  [Z« - 4 , , Z ' ]  Z'Z«Zl>
y - 'k ik  [z,a - f l a y " ]  Z ' P Z “  -  22/'5'V„p, [z,-7 -  A ,^,Z'>] Z 'Z'Z" 
( A „ 7 + 4 A 7  + 2 4 7 ,4  Z 'Z 'Z ''
+  5(1 +  3a)2-'’'V .7p [z»7 - 4 7 ,ZiZ''] Z 'Z 'Z «
- ( 1  +  3a)2 '^ '4 i„ ., [Zgs - f g s y ]  Z 'Z “ Z'’
+ i ( l  + 3 a y  Jt^gs [Z7, - 4 .iZ*'] Z^Z ’^Z^
+ 9^16 8 ^  ~ Aj;W16
+ - ( 1  + «)«”' ’V,j;m/t!n + g(l + «) [ f i jk ; i  ~ f l ; i j k ) ]
+ ( -  -  -  a -  A j l  f k m a  + 7 (1  + a) A j l f k a ; m i ^ } 3ka ~  f i - jk a  +Aja;t)
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— (1 + a) A la f jk ;m  ~  fa ; i jk  + “  ‘^ ^^ ’"^fia;lfm;jk + "^fia;jk
+ 1 (1  +  A t^] r  Z^Z^Z«
- a  +  A jkA ap  4" (^4 “  2 ^  ~*~ 4 ^ ^  Aka AW
r /1  1
+  - (1  +  ^Oi)i^'^ ^ ijkHl-,a,0 +  Ÿ^'^^ij;kfl-,a0 ~  ^A’iic/) +  ^ ^ '^ fa 0;kfl;ij ~
4“* fia\kfl;j0 fia;j0 '^ 2 ^'^* A k a f  j0;l'i. '^}ij0 fa;ij0 f i j 0;a)
- a  A jk fa 0;l{^}jc 0^ ~  fi]ja0 + f ja 0;t) “  (^ +  Hi;aa
+  ^~ +  2a -  -a^^ A j a h p j  ~  ^ ( l  +  3a)*-^'*Aja^t;)9,7
~^^'’'fia;jfk;0-f +  Aa;^^ +  4(1 +  <^ ) A ja f0.y;k{^}i0'y ~  fa;i0^ +  Aa/);^)
”~ Î2 ^  ^ ~  Aja/p-f^k “  A;a/?7 +  A,/37;i) +  +  Oi)v '^  ^H  i;a,8 f 0^c
+ ~ J q ~  ï ë ^  J AapA'yS -  g ( l  +  2a)(3ê*::'A^^Ag;j ~  faiP^yS + fap'ris)
Z « z ^ z ^ z 4  + 0(T t-& )+  1(1 +  3a)f':''jT,;«,p A^g +
+  o(y t-2  ), (3.5.73)
where
C  =  2*':' - (3.5.74)
(3.5.75)
C i8,k _ - - ( 1  +  a)A^ ;(1 +  3a) Am/)
a,0
ot,0n
- (1  +  3a) A75-  Hi-n,8
:(i +  a )  Ac^ (3.5.76)
Q  i,j,k,lmn (3.5.77)
Q  i,j,kl.
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aa  p,e 6,Ip (3.5.78)
:(5 +  3 a )/.npq
[(1 +  3a)
+<sia ,0
1 1 - %(1 +  3“ )/n7S“  ifnn.5
+'5»A 7 [ i ( l  +  3 a ) A , (
+'5iA C« [ -(1  +  3a) X„,^'
1 (1 +  3a) /^^^ (3.5.79)
(J i,j,k,l il + l 16—  +  - a  +  — a ‘ ) Tmnpq — %(1 +  a ) /m ; n p g  ~ fm n ;pq
+<Sj, [ (- 3 1 1 ,, , , ,-^ - Ct- ~a 1 Tmnp/3 “  ^ ( 1  +  Ci)^ m;np0
5 1 1 '4" Tg (f  4" a )  /y);m7ip 4~ ^^mp;np T%(1 +  3a) rm;/3,np12 
+SM p,7nd,n a,-y 0,8 a,0^ 2 Z/ iz i n
2
1 1 2 .- a  +  - a  I Tmn75
, / I  1 , 1  2 \ , / l  , 3  \  -1 1 , 1 ,
\ 4 ~ 2 ^  4 ^  )  I 4  4" 4 “  ) 'C y ,8,m n  /m n ;7 <!> “
f'my',n8 <\C^f'y',mn8 4 * a /m ;n ,75 (^  4" 3 a )  'frn\y,n8  "^m;n;7,5
^ +  2a ^ a  ^ Tm8e‘ip 2 4" 3a) f  8,t,m‘ilj
4-/w;cV “  7(1 4- Oi)h]meij} +  "  ?a)/,^.gg^
+  - (1  +  a ) 'fm;S,tilj — Tm\8t‘4)
4-«^a%7,5 Î 6 " 8 ' '  +  Ï 6 ' '
4-^(1 +  3a) T e,ip,(j>x 4-^ T t,ip,(j>,x 4 -g (l +  2a)/c;^^x (3.5.80)
By an argument similar to  Remark 11 in Section 3.5.3 we observe th a t, under the null 
hypothesis, W  has a distribution with p  degrees of freedom with error of order 0 { n  2 ).a a
Also, the coefficients C  and C  in the expansion of the modified Wald statistic
simplify in the same way as C  and C  in Remark 12 in Section 3.5.3.
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3 .5 .5  B a r t le t t - ty p e  A d ju stm en t for W
To produce the B artlett-type adjustm ent (3.1.5), we need to  find A i ,  A 2 and A3 in 
(3.1.6). We use (3.5.64), (3.4.36) and the approximation e® ~  1 +  æ +  when
X is close to  zero, and write 'S°(Y^), w^(Y^) and w^(T*) for C^’^ YiYj, C^ >^ >^ '^YiYjYpc and 
C^^3,K,LY^YjYKYL^ respectively, where and (y i^.AAL defined in (3.5.65)-
(3.5.71). We find th a t
M y t )  =
X (1  +  n "2 {Qi(p*)} +  n~^  {0 2 (3/*)}) dy^ +  0 { n ~ ^ )
X (1  +  {0 1 (3/*)} +  n “  ^{0 2 (3/*)}) dy,, +  0 ( n “ l )
= J  127TA r i  e" 2 -2ZA-i )i/^
X  ^ 1  +  7 i ~ 2  { w A p * ) f }  +  n~^ | 1  +  W^(y*) t j^
X  (1  +  n ~ 2  { 0 1 ( 3/ * ) }  +  n~^ { 0 2 ( 3/ * ) } )  d p *  +  0 ( n " l )
=  ( 1 ^ )  '  J  (1 +  n - î  { w '(ÿ .) i +  Q i(ÿ .)}
+ ’î " '  +  Q i(î/.)w '(!/.)i +  Q 2(ÿ.)]-) dÿ. +  0 ( n “ 4
=  ( ^ ) '  ( i  +  z » - r i iE [ w '( y .) ] i  +  iE [Q i(y .)]}
+ n - ' | | iE  [(Æ i(y ,)i)"j +  E  p ( y . ) ]  t + E  [Q i(y .)â '(y .)] t + E  [g 2 (n ) ]} )  
+ 0 ( n - | ) ,  (3.5,81)
where
K~^ = 0 
0 0 (3.5.82)




where d is defined in (3.1.7). Observe th a t by Remark 9 in Section 3.4
(3.5.83)
=  I
where Eg denotes the 5 X s-identity m atrix. Thus, V  is the inverse of V Note th a t 
jy | =  (1 — 2f)“ ^|A|, and hence (3.5.81) is of the form of (3.1.6).
In (3.5.81) we are taking the expectation with respect to a normal distribution with zero 
mean and variance V  = X + dK .  Recall th a t the notation suppresses dependence of the Qi 
and 02 on A, i.e. 0 i  =  0i(T*; A) and 02 =  02(T*; A), where F* Ap+p2+p3(0, A +  dK). 
Using Property 3 of Hermite polynomials given in (1.4.45), (1.4.37)-(1.4.41), (3.4.41) and 
sym m etry when appropriate, and recaUing th a t all odd moments of a  central normal 
distribution vanish, we find th a t
and
=  0 ,
l E [ Q i ( y . ; A ) ]  =  i A W ' ' E [ h „ , c ( y . ; A ) ]
=  0 .
(3.5.84)
(3.5.85)
Thus, the 0 { n  2 )-term  of (3.5.81) vanishes. Furthermore, we find th a t
I .A A W iE  [h ijK L iYy  A)] +  ±A4-^d^A^-^-^lE [huKLM N{Yy  A)]iE[02(yw;A)] 24 72
=  — j^Diid +  D\2df +  jDisd^j , (3.5.86)
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where
D ll  = 0
Di2 -
Di3 =  {^Tijki+ 2rikji)i^di^>i^
Also,
E  [ w \Y , )Q j{ Y , - , \ ) ] t  =  g i l A ' " ' ^ ' ' ^ E [ y ( ^ { d - £  + d^) + 0(d*)
where
Further,
1 g  i.i,K^L.M.N [ K i jK R ^ g K u M l S ]  +  K i j K K , L \ M . N { y  
+Ki,jXK,L><M,N{^5} +  AijA/<i:,LAM,iv{15}
-  {K ijK K ,L {^}  +  ^%jAx,z,{6} +  A j >^k ,l {^]) )^ m ,n { ^ } l ,m ,n ] 
X (d — d^ +  d^) +
+ 6
+ 6 J (3i,- +  0 (d “)
+ 0 ( î î  2)
—  j^ Ü2id  +  H 22d^ +  +  Cl(d**)j +  0 ( n  2), (3.5.87)
7321 =  12C''A“ Ai,,M +  12C‘’A4,-,ii
7322 =  12C '''’“ Ai,,t, +  6C’'3’“ .'“ '"A4,,„,„ii,j
+24C'-’'’V «i +
7323 =  1 2 C '''''' '4 ( , +  18C‘'''*’i''”‘ /;,„»,>•
e [S 2 (K ,)]<  =  E [ c '’' ’' ' '’''Y iY jY *rY i,] 
X [ lid -  - d 3  + d3) + 0 (d^)) +  0 (12-4
=  ^KijKR^g  {3} -  XijÜK.L {6} d +  A;jA ^ .l  {3}]
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X ( —(d  — d^ +  d p ) +  0 ( d ^ ) )  +  0 { n  2 )
=  A  | l 2  + y - ’’’' ( i i jh , i  {3})
+  12C '’' ’^ 4 i i jù ,i{ 3 } )d " }  +  0 (d “)
= 4  +  £,33(/2 +  DggdP + 0(d")] , (3.5.88)
where
O 31 =  +
7332 =  12C‘’' ’''''(*idH ,i{3})
D 33 = 0.
Finally,
i œ  [ ( » '( y . ) ) ' ] f  =  5 E [C ’'''" 'C ’''” '^ Y jY jY /fY ,Y „ Y ,,]  Q (d =  -  2 d ^  +  0 ( d “)
+ 0 ( n ~ ^ )
=  ^C''id<gl.>n,N ^KijKK,lKm,N  {15} d^ +  K i j i y y N  {45} d^
+  KiJ^K,l^m,N  {45} d +  XijXK,lXm,N {15}]
X ( i ( d ^  -  2d®) +  0 ( d 4 )  +  0 (M -& )
1_ | 3  (i. {3})
dp+  C ’’''*^c''“ ’"(i,j» t,i2„,„{15})
+  3 c  (iijik,lim,n {15}) d® +  0 ( d “)
4  +  D 42d® +  7343d® +  0 (d “)] , (3.5.89)
where
D 41 =  0
a7 4^2 =  3 c
aD43 = 3C
 • - .1 a .
c - - : Cl
a ■■ K 01,
Then, substituting (3.5.86)-(3.5.89) into (3.5.81) yields
M a ( t )  =  IE w
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= (1 -  2 t)-2  ( l  +  (24 rî)- ' {A id +  A;d® +  A g ( f  + 0 (d “)})
+ 0 ( i i - | ) ,  (3.5.90)
as in (3.1.6), where
A i — D l l  +  7^ 21 +  7)31 +  D 41 
= 12C '"^A{j,w  +  1 2 C '" 'V ü t
+ 12C ‘' ' ’‘ ' ’"‘’*Afe,,„„ii,j +  12C''''''='' {3}),
A2 = + 12C'd’’‘‘Xij,k, +
+ 2 4 c '''- ‘ /«*, +  +  12C‘'''A'4 ( i y ,  {3})
+3 C ( i i , y , n  {3})
+3 C  •d+C'''” ’" {ii,jikjiru,n {15})
A3 = {3rnk, +  2rikji) i'-li*’’' + 12C’'''‘ kik + k l M
+ 3 C ‘'A'^C''” '’‘ (* iji,,,»„,„{16}).
From Proposition 1 in Section 3.1.2 and Remark 11 in Section 3.5.3 we find th a t the 
B artlett-type adjusted geometric Wald statistic W ’ has a distribution with error of 
order 0 (n ~ 2), where
c v . f 1  a c v 2 ' ) c v>V' =  | l - - ( c  +  6 W  A a W  ) |  >V, (3.5.91)
with
12p(p+ 2)(p +  4)
12 p (p + 2 )(p  +  4) +  2 r ;y ,) i ’''j ''- ' +  12C '''''‘A jt
+  3 0  •d + c '’’" '" {iijik,li,n,n {15})} (3.5.92)
6 = 1 2 p (p+ 2)
12p(p +  2) — {Svijki + ilTikji)
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+  1 2 C ‘'’ '>‘‘y u  +  e c ' d + ' i ” '"  A „ ,„ ,«*;,,■
- 1 8  c  +  12 c  {3})
+3 C  {3})
- 3  C  {15})} (3.5.93)
Ai — +2 +  As 
^ “  12^
~ +  ^Tijkl +  ^Tikjl)
-  3 C  • ' ■ ' + ' (»i, , i„,„ {3})} . (3.5.94)
Rem ark 13:
By Remark 12 in Section 3.5.3 the coefficients (j^,3,kl,mn depend on the
value of a. Thus c in (3.5.94) does not depend on a.
3 .5 .6  B a r t l e t t - t y p e  A d j u s tm e n t  fo r  W
Of aUsing the same procedure as in the un-modihed case and letting w°(Z*), w+(Z*) and 
w^(Z*) be short for C ^^ZiZ j,  Z i Z j Z x  and C ^dAA^j.Z jZxZL^  respectively, wherea ct a
C*d, and C ^^A A  ^re defined in (3.5.74)-(3.5.80), we find A i, Ag and As in the
moment generating functions (3,1.6) for the modified geometric Wald statistics, th a t is
M a ( 0  =  IE w
=  (1 -  2<)-2 ^1 +  (247%)-:  ^{A id  +  Agd^ +  Asd^ +  0(<f^)})
+ 0 (a -& ) , (3.5.95)
by determining coefficients D n  . . .  D43 analogous to D u  . . .  D 43 . Trivially,
D ll =  D ll  — 0
D 12 =  Di2==3A,j,t,!^*':'7*''
D is =  D is =  i^njkl  +  2T(/;_)/)
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%Further, we find that
IE
where
[ Y Y j Y K h L M N ]  Q ( d  - d P +  d®) +  0(d-‘)
1 g  i.i.K^L.M,N [IYj K k j ^Km M I S }  +  K i j K K y M ,N { 4 5 }  
+/fj,jA/<-,£,AM,Af{45} +  AijA/f,£,AM,Jv{15}
-  (K ijK }c ,i{3 }  +  7fi,jAR-,L{6} +  Ai,j Ak,l{3}) AM,Jv{3}L,M,iv] 





+ 6 d® +  O(d^)
+ 0 ( n " 5 )
=  ^  [52 id  +  522d® +  023d® +  0 ( d “) ] + 0 ( r a - 4 ,  (3.5.96)
D 21 =  12C-d+'Aij,M +  12C‘d.Vÿfc
Ô 22 =  120-'d.*^X-^ +  6§*'d.Wim,nA„,„,aiij
+ 24 5 -d .V ijii;,/ +  IsB'd-H''”'
Ô23 =  1 2 ê 'd + /..;iii,, +  18ê'd .^i'.>"/;,„y,^.
Also,
IE w '(Y,) t  - m[C'dd^’^ YiYjYKYL]
X Q ( d  -  d® +  d®) + 0(<f*)) +  0 ( n - 4  
=  gid,A',L \^K. .KK_g {3} d® -  Aij/sTr,i, {6} d +  Ai,,A/f,i {3}]




+  12§‘d W ( j . . iy { 3 } ) r f® |+ 0 ( d 4 )
=  4  [S aid  +  O y  + 033d® +  0 (d ') ]  ,
Dsi =  12Ô'd.“ .’»"A H ,„„iij +  12C‘d.W(é,
Ô 32 =  120’+ + ' { 3 } )
D 33 =  0.
(3.5.97)
Lastly,
-IE e X F ,) i]E [C 'd .A ê(,m .N y.y^y^y |y^y^] ^ ( ^ 2  _  gj3) ^  Q { ^ )
+0 (1 1 - 4
1 {15} <^3 K i j K K A „ . , N  {45} d®
+  Ki,j^KJ^m,N  {45} d +  XijXK,l><m,N {15}]




+  3 5  '+ ig/,m ,n  {15}) d® +  0 (d ")
—  j^0 4 id  +  042d® +  043d® + 0 ( d ') j  , (3.5.98)
where
a a
D 41 =  0
Ô 42 =  3 0  'd+ '5«."«A M ,M  (iijim ,. {3}) +  3 C  'd + c '’™'» (ii,iù,,i.„,„ {15}) 
D 43 =  3 5  «.«■ê' '”’-” } » ; , {15}).
a a
Substituting (3.5.86)-(3.5.98) into the analogue for W  of (3.5.81) yields
M  a{i) — IE w
=  (1 -  2 t)“ 2 {1 +  (24n)“ i {A id +  Agd^ +  Asd^ +  0 (d ^)} )
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+0(M-â), (3.5.99)
as in (3.1.6), where
Al =  D ll +  Dgi +  D 31 +  D 41
+ 1 2 5 ’'d'*''’”"A i.,,„„i;j +  12& d.+' ( i i j i k j  {3}),
Ag =  Di2 +  D 22 +  D 32 +  D 42
=  3 \ j y - H k . i  +  125 '+* +  6 5 '+ * 'i’"'"A„,„,Hii,i
+245'+* Xi,, + 185'd.*i'’“ Xi,„i,+ + 125'+*'' {iijik.i {3})
+3 5  Xu.p, {3})
+3 5'"''*5''™'’’ (i,-.jH,,i.„.„{15})
A3 =  D i3 +  D 23 +  D 33 +  D 43
= {Snjk, + 2ri,ii) ,''"X*'' + 125'"’'* Xÿ, + 185'"’'**''’” Xi,„»l+
+3 5''®'*5''’-'"(ii,,+,.,v,„{15}).
By Remark 11 in Section 3.5.3 and Proposition 1 in Section 3.1.2, we find a B artlett- 
type adjusted modified geometric Wald statistic W ', with distribution under the null 
hypothesis with p degrees of freedom, and error of order 0 ( n “ t ) ,  where
W '=  • j l - i ( c  +  ÎW  +  ôW®)}’ >V, (3.5.100)
with
Aa = 12p(p+ 2)(p +  4)
12p(p +  2)(p +  4) {(^'-'d*' +  2 ® - ' * + ) +  125 '+*X ii,
+185''+*»''"' Xi,™*j+ +3 5  ''+*5''” '" {iijik,,i^.n  {15}) I  (3.5.101)
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b = A 2 — 2A312p(p +  2)
12p(p +  2) — {STijki +  4r,',ji)
+125++* Xi^, +  65++*'i” ’"A „,„,„.i,j
-1 8  5  ++*i''”‘ X.i™%+ +  12 5  ++*•' {3})
+3 5  ++*'5“ '’‘'>” Ajt,,p, {3})
- 3  5 + + * 5 + ’"'"(ii,j»t.i»m.n{15})
C =
Ai — A2 +  A3 _
A 12 ^  AA:!,mn2«J
(3.5.102)
(3.5.103)
Note th a t, by an argum ent analogous to  Remark 13 in Section 3.5.5, c does not depend 
on a. Moreover, c is equal to  c in (3.5.94).
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C hap ter 4
O b served  B a r t le tt-ty p e
O 'A d ju stm en t for VV
Observed geometries are natural alternatives to expected geometries. They are ‘closer to 
the d a ta ’ than  expected geometries, in th a t they do not involve taking expectations. How­
ever, they require the specification of a suitable auxiliary statistic. Since the introduction 
of observed geometries by Barndorff-Nielsen [1], observed equivalents of most geometric 
objects based on expected geometry have been developed (see e.g. Barndorff-Nielsen & 
Cox [5, 6], M ora [28] or M urray k  Rice [29]). In the spirit of the observed B artle tt adjust­
m ents discussed in Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox [5, Section 5.4], we introduce in this Chapter 
an observed version of the B artlett-type adjustm ent considered in Chapter 3.
4.1 N o ta tio n
Let the log-likelihood function based on n  observations be denoted by 1(0] 9^a) where a 
is an auxiliary statistic such th a t (6, a) is a one-to-one function of a minimal sufficient 
statistic. Note th a t a can depend on the number of observations, n. Let g =  g{6; 6') 
denote the observed likelihood yoke (1.3.17) of order 0 (1 ), th a t is
p(g; g') =  {Z(^; a) -  f(^ ; g', o)} . (4.1.1)
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Recall from Remark 2 in Section 1.3.2 th a t =  j{9),  where j{9)  is the observed
information m atrix of order 0 (1 ). Define the (scaled) score by
2:^  = (4.1.2)
and let
Z* = f'^(^)Z^-. (4.1.3)
We shall use subscripts a , / 5 , 7 , . . .  to  denote the nuisance part of the derivative of the 
score, th a t is
Za ~  n ” 2 / ^ ( ^ ; X) .
Letting denote the inverse of the nuisance part [ja,^] of the information m atrix  j ,
we define
Z"" =  . (4.1.4)
Note th a t the derivatives of the score are of order 0 (1 ).
4 .1 .1  S om e U se fu l T ensors
Define the following useful tensors analogous to  (3.2.19)-(3.2.22):
Ajk ~  A j\k{ ‘^ ^ijk Ajk  (4.1.5)
A;jk ~  ^jk;i ( ^j;ik Ak\j ^k;ij Aj\k)
Ar,kl ~  Aj;kl (4.1.6)
k;jkl -  (4.1.7)
Ajkl; -  ~ k;3kl -  Ar,kl{^}jkl' (4.1.8)
The tensor has a geometrical interpretation as an observed version of the skewness 
tensor (3.2.19).
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We shall use subscripts a , / ) ,7 , . . .  to  denote the nuisance parts of the /-tensors, th a t is
A ja  —
^a0y ^a\0y ^0y;a
Aj;a0 Aj;m^n;ap9 A Aj\a0
etc.
Observe th a t all / s  are tensors and are of order 0 (1 ).
We find th a t the following expressions (which are analogues in observed geometry of 
(3.2.23)-(3.2.24) in expected geometry) are tensors
(4.1.9)
77 L,/3 =  A / j a / s ) ( / a / 3 ; 5  A /a/?^) (4.1.10)
The geometrical interpretations of H  and H  ^^ ,0 the observed 1-embedding curva­
tu re  and the observed ( —l)-embedding curvature, respectively, of 0q in 0 ,  corresponding
to  the expected embedding curvatures (3.2.23) and (3.2.24). Define the lowered versions
of the embedding curvatures by
Hi;a,0 — j i j  H  (4.1.11)
Hi;a,0 =  j i j  77 (4.1.12)
Finally, we define the following tensors
(4.1.13)
1
' i ' i ; a , j k  ~ H i ; a , 0 (4.1.14)
1
‘^ i ; j ; a , 0  — H i - , a , y H j ; 0 , S  i D ' (4.1.15)
1
'C i \ a 0 y  — H i ; a , S  ^ 0 t \ y ' ^  A é a 0 y , i  É a 0 y ; e (4.1.16)
— 1^ 01,0,13 — H k ; a , 0  AjlJ (4.1.17)
-1 —1 —1 • ■T a,/),9,g = H i ; a , 0 H j ; y , 6  J ’ ■ (4.1.18)
As before, we use subscripts a , / ? , . .. for the nuisance parts of the tensors, e.g. Tijkoi 
etc.
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4.2  O bserved G eom etr ic  W ald T ests
In observed geometry we use the observed likelihood yoke (4.1.1) to  define the family of 
geometric Wald test statistics (2.3.6) by
= fi(è-,ê)j ' '’ {ë)Tj{ë;9), (4.2.19)
where
f.(g ; e') = n i  I 0) + » ')} ■
Note th a t T i0 ;0 ) ,  and W  have order 0 (1 ).
M odified Observed G eom etric Wald Test
W hen the observed likelihood yoke is used, the modified observed Wald test statistic (2.3.9) 
becomes
=  fi{9-,ê)f'>{0)fj{è-,è). (4.2.20)
4.3  O bserved B a r tle tt-ty p e  A d ju stm en ts
An asym ptotic expansion, in observed geometry, for the conditional distribution for the 
conditional distribution of the score vector =  ( / i , .. . ,lr)  given the auxiliary a is given
by M ora [28]. Using her result, we find the probability density function of Z* =  to
be
p{Z:^;0\a) -  p(n~h^]9 \a)
= { l +  +  n~^R2 +  0 (7 Z -|)}  (4.3.21)
where y(-; j )  denotes the probability density function of the r-dimensional normal distri­
bution with mean zero and variance m atrix  j(0),
I
1 ■ , ■ u 1*7../ ♦7*777. *K.n. / 7 / /-7 »\ / j ^ i(4.3.22)
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R2 =
+ -  h l : i j  { 3 } i k l ) h n > n p , { Z , - , j )
+  (4.3,23)
and hij{Z^;j) ,  hijk{Z^',j), h ijki{Z^\j)  and hijki{Z^\j)  are the covariant Hermite polyno­
mials defined by
hij{Z^]j)  = ZiZj (4.3.24)
ZiZjZk  -  ji,jZk  {3} ; (4.3.25)
ZiZjZkZi  -  j i jZ k Z i  {6} +  ji,jjk,i {3} ; (4.3.26)
hijklmn ( J ) — ZiZjZkZlZm Zn  -  j i jZ k Z lZ m Z n  {15}
ji,jjk,lZmZn  {45} — ji^jjk,ljm,n {15} . (4.3.27)
The hs are all of order 0 (1 ), and thus the term s R \  and R 2 are both  of order 0 (1 )  with 
error of order 0 ( n “ ^).
4 .4  Taylor E xpansions
By Taylor expanding Zi — Zi(6) (in any coordinate system on 0 )  around the true value 
of the param eter 9, and letting 6 = (9 — 9), we have that
Zi =  n~^li{9;9,a)
= n^gi{9]9)
= „y,(e) + ni^./e) [ê’ -  ..,(«) -  o^ ) (ê^  -
»,«) {»’ -  »^) {»’' -  »'") {»' - » ' )  + ■■■
= 0 + j i j =  + n - i  + n -^  + 0 { n - i ) .
Solving for 6* gives 
6' =
+ 0  (%-&) . (4.4.28)
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Similarly, let 8 =  m  Then 6°’ = vh {o^ — 9^^ vanishes. Observe th a t =
n ~ ^ lo i{ 9 ]  0,a)  =  0 by the definition of 9 . Thus expanding around the true value 9  we find 
th a t
0 —  Za
— n~2l^{9\9^a)






+ écii(») - 9 » )  ■  ^ /
,(«) [9» -  9») («> -  9-') +/„p,i(«) {¥ -  9») [9' -  y )
,(*) {»' -  «•') (» ' -  9i) + («'’ -  »^) {»'' -  « 4  -  ^ 0
\éaH,,Â») [»^ -  -  ®‘) +  -  »") {»' -  « 0  {»
1 / /;:; .A  . g  +  j
3a-,i8" ~  3oi-s8^ +  7ï“ 2 
+ - - *  {}
- 9 ^ )
n i ik W  («' -  «’) - » ^ ] v  ■ ,  ■ ■■.
1    1
J(X-,P'' I '-' 2'^0!/^7'' '' ' ^OtP\l'' " ' ^  J
1 '
Substituting (4.4.28) for and solving for we obtain
b-  =  Z “ +  n - "  +
+n~^
+ %/a,P T 2^P^8-3 f  2 /^3e;*  ^ ' '
1 1 +  7iÉR<,,8‘i +
+Ma,P |  +  0 ( n - | ) . (4.4.29)
4 .4 .1  T ay lor E xp an d in g  j ^
Observe th a t ^ j i j { 9 )  = 
(1.4.48) we find tha t
d ¥ d ¥ ^
and g^ô^ji , j{9 )  =  /i;j/w(<9). Then from (1.4.47) and
(4.4.30)
f '^ f'^ i~ jém-,n/kl  4  ém-,plkf''^én',v/l { % f) ' (4.4.31)
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Thus,
+  +  O ( n - t )
+ n '-1  J m ;np ^ m p]n )3  ^q\kl
~^'^Um-,pk'^ ékm-,p)f''^Un-,lq + /n/;g) ~/m;n/Az] Z^  
+ 0 ( n ~ l) . (4.4.32)
Likewise, we find th a t
f ' i » ) f " ( » ) + +- i i
(-A;V«,3 +  Z“ Z '’} +  O ( n - I )
a-y;*
+0 ( %- 2 ) . (4.4.33)
4 .4 . 2  Taylor Expanding ri(^; '^)




h  =t j  1 2 2
- r i 2 j i j  (4.4.35)
AjA -  ” 1 (-.A;A ~ léi-,jk {3} -  éij-,k {3}) +  ^
“  î î 2 { - - ( 3  +  a)^iji, ~  jéij.^ k { 3 } | (4.4.36)
/^ ijk l ^ " 2 ( ^ijkl {^ j" {4} {®}) 4”
-  7t2 ï  {4} -  {4} -  {6})
and th a t
+  "2 (^ùjA/ “  J j^khi 4- Uiki-j -  jéj-iki 4- éij-ki ~  i ^ h k i )  } ’ (4.4.37)
r  _  1 f 1 4- «  , , 1 -  «  J
^  \  2 4" 2
=  (4.4.38)
« i f l  +  o: 1 - a .  )
/^i',jk ~~ n,2  ^ ffjk\i 4" 2 "ÛjA jI ç%A;* 4 ■^ ùiA) “  77 h jk  }" (4.4.39)
« i j l  +  a; 1 — a  1Aij;A ~  ^  { 2 4" 2 ^ i j \ k j
-  ^2 |-(ifc .ij  +  i^j.fc) 4  -  A-jfc| (4.4.40)
« i f l  +  a  l  -  a  \
r  i\jkl ~  ^ } 2 ‘^ iA/;î 4  2 ffi-,jkl j
-  ^2 I -{ ié i . jk i 4  jéjki;i) 4  -^U jk i- i  -  /f,jAi)} (4.4.41)
« 1 f 1 + a  , 1 - a  1
A ij \k l  ~  n>2 ^ 2 ^AZ;ij 4  2 S ij \k l j
=  {  2^éij-kl 4  ékl-,ij) 4  ^ ( A ;ü  ~  ^ü;Az)j (4.4.42)
r  _  1 ( 1  +  0 : /  , 1 -  o  , \n  ijk\l ^2 2 ffl;ijk 4  ^ ^ijk\l jI 2% A;f 4  i;;ij/:) 4  -^ U m jk  -  AjA;/)} ' (4.4.43)
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Thus, we find the Taylor expansion of Ti(^; Ô)  as
1 +  ^jck , % cjck 1 -
+ n “ 2 4  2 4 -  (" +
+ \ h k Z ^ Z ’‘ +  L ,> Z ^ Z “ +  I h . f f Z ’^ Z»'^
+,*-1  { f ÿ  +  5 f 'V f c , ,„ r 'X ;p ,Z 'Z > 'Z ’)
+




+ h ; ^  ( - 5 i ’'* A ; ,„ z 'z " z “ +  +  \ u « ’» ^ ^ , z ’ z ^ z ^
+ h .a p Z '^  {u » y ^s ; jZ ’ z ‘ + ^ i^» -y^s^z‘ z ‘
+ l h u Z ^ Z ’‘Z ' + \ h i k : « Z ’ Z ’’Z -  +  ^ h r . . p Z ’ Z « Z »  +
6e(j> Z^Z^Z"
+ 0(7 :-^)
=  ~ Z i -{' ii,cxZ^




- ( 1  4  o )  A ia  4  4
1 1 1
- ( 1  -  o )A a /3  4  4  7 :3 ia^ ‘^ ' l^éapô
Z ^Z '' 
Z°"Z^
1 1 1  
4(1  4  o )  A jm  4  2 ^*m;j 4  ^ /ü jm
4 1 2  i^i'tjkl ^jkl\i ^^ijk\l ^^l\ijk Aj;A/{®}")
4 22 ^ i \ j k l  ^jkl;i 4 ^éijk\l ^^l\ijk 4 ^ i^j-^kl ~ ^^kl]ij^ Z-'Z^Z '
4 (1 4  o ) A f a  -  2^ih,o^ 3^'"^l^m-,jk 4  (^2 ^^  4  o )  Aj/3 4  é i j - ,^
+  4 (&A;a 4  éa-,ijk 4  «( éijk',a)) ZJ'z^Z'*
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( - ( 1  +  a )  Aj-y +  2^ij\'y^ Acv7 +
+  4  iéij-apA ^ap-,ij +  ^i^aP;ij ~  Ar,ap))^ Z^ Z°‘Z^
^ -(1  -  o) Aag +  2 ^ g ;t)+
4  ^2 {A;q;/37 4  éotp'i\i 4  
4  ji^a^
4
,a ,/3 '^PS;j‘^  ff-ye-fk 4" 2^9'1\3^ 2^P'^'3^ ffm',jk
1 1 
^P'ye^ ^Sip\j 4" 2^Pi \^3 4  2^^^\3^ éyÔ'i})
l,m ^ -,j,
ZJ'ZT'Z^
4 Z ^ Z ^ Z 'i  }. 4  0(72-2), (4.4.44)
and we find the Taylor expansion of fi(l9; 9) as
a ~  ^ <x I ( a ^ . O!r i(« ;« )  =  +  + A ; / '
-1 (^ 1 ^ Û; A, ' A1 Jj^ Oî  ^  ^J
+ « - '  I 2 +  3^ir.k»’ »'‘ +
+ n - i  + ■■■
=  n - i  + h . Z ‘^ }
+ l h ; i k Z ^ Z ’‘ + A „„Z ^ 'Z “ +  i L » ^ z » z ' ’ } 
+»»"" { î i i i  ( - ^ f % m . Z 'Z - Z "  +  5 À V w . „ r '% „ z 'z ^ z - ' )
A(,P6;j^ dye\k 4" 2^ P'y'i3k 2^9'^^^ dm\jkl,m Z:^Z*Z^
fpye1/ 7 4  -Rl^ p^ Sxn +  nJ^Pcxi^
4 Qffp'fSc T 2^py^




+K;j (-^f-%^„z‘z"z- + u^ X^ .^ .ziz'^ zy + u^-’»^ i,^ ,z’z^ z^  
+ h . p Z -  U y ^ s . jZ iZ > ^  +  ^ ^ ')% ; .Z « Z
+ l h . i k l Z ^ Z ' ‘Z ‘ + Ï Â .u ,Z 'Z ^ g «  +  lh .p : jZ ^Z < ^Z »  + ^ho,0-,Z<’ Z»Z'>6
40 (7 )-^ )
=  Z i  — i i ^ a Z “^
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- 4(3 +  o ) Aa/3 -  2^ap-,i {3} -  éap8
■(1 +  Ol) én-M 4
2 ‘
1 +  ct 
12 'jkhi m-jki
(^ -4(1 4- o)A /a -  j^'^^ém^jk 4  <^)Ai;9 +  ^ ^ ’'^^ay,k
~^4 i^ i^ce]jk j^k',i<x 4  ^i^jk\ia ~  ^ia\jlS) Z:'Z^Z°'
( 1  +  o )  A j 7  4  2 ^ 7 ; ; ^  '^ '^^^apS ~  '*' +  ^ «17  ^ '^ l^ép8-,j
4 (^ i^cep-J A ^j-ioip A ^iap'jŸj
4  [ ( ^ - 4(3  4  o ) A » g  -  2 '^a;f {3 }^  ^^'% 7, 





12 ^A‘;orj07 ^aPy\i 4  ^ i^aP'i'y ^^y\iaP 4  ^^ia\Py ^^p'y\i(^ Z^Z^Z'T'
a , p ^P8\j^ -^fe;k 4  Q^py;jk n^py'J^ ^m]jk Z ^z^Z ^
(9 7 £ ^  8^tl^ ]j 4  2^01^'^ 4" 2 '^ /5 e ; j ^ Z^'Z'^Z^
4 % « .  + Z ^ Z 'Z ')  }  +  O ( n - i ) (4.4.45)
4 .4 .3  E xp an sion  for th e  G eo m e tr ic  W a ld  S ta tis tic
We obtain a Taylor expansion of the observed geometric Wald statistic by combining the 
expansions (4.4.32) and (4.4.44) of ÿ^^{Ô) and Ti{0; 0) and f  j(i9; 9),
> V  =
cy A . » A cy ^
( -Z ^  4  j \ , . Z « ) f  ':''(-Z j +  A -« Z " )  
4 7 % -2 { 2 (-Z ^ 4 j\,« Z « )f^
X  ( l - - ( l  4  o ) / j w  -  iéjk-,1 Z*Z^
4
4
ZAz«1- ( 1 4  o )A ta  A éjk-,a + h ,0^^'^éoip-,k 
- ( 1  -  c t )  A a / ?  4  2éap-,3 4  2ha^'^'^Éap8L 4  " ■ Z  ' Z  ' J  /
4 ( - Z ,  4 ;% aZ » )(-Z ,. 4 ;;,«% °') ( - / 4 ^ , , , ^ ) ^ ^ ) }
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-(1 +  o) Aim +  ôAm:i +i j 4 2^i \ j 4  g y  0 n ‘,kl
+  Y2 ~  ~  ^éijk-,1 -  ~  ÂrM i^ } )
4" 22 i^^ i',jkl ^jkl]i 4  ^éijk-,l ^^l-,ijk 4  ^^ij-kl ^^kl-,ij^
(^ - - (1  4  O) A/« -  2^i7;a) j^'^^J^mijk 4  ^ g ( l  4  o ) Aj/? 4  Aj;/?) 
4  J i^éijk\a 4" éa\ijk 4  ^(.^a;ijk ~  A'jfcja))
4
4  ^^ (1  4  O) A j7 4  4  Q ( 1  -  o ) A^^ 4  ^ , 7; J
4 ^  {^ij',ap 4  ^a0;ij 4  ^{^ap;ij ~  Aj;a/?))
4  “  o)Aa i> 4  ^^'% 7£
4  22 {^ i^'fOxP-y 4  éaPy3 4  ^i.éaPy,i ~  éi\aPy^ Z  Z'^
( 1 1 4f;j^^'% c;A  4  2^7;jA " Z-'Z^Z^
4
4
^P'Yc^ 7" 2^ 0'y^ >3 ^
1 1 
\3 4 n P'yS;j 4 ZJ'Z^Z^
n 1 Z^Z^Z"Q^pySe 4  2^P'y‘fp  ^ ésecf)
+  ( - Z i  4  ii.aZ " ^ ) { ~ ÿ ’^ j^ '^U ik;m  4  A;Am ^km-,l 4  An;Af)^^)
- - ( 1 4  o)A&f - Z^Z^
4
4
A /yorz*=z- ( 1  4  o )A A a  4  éjk-,a  4  
- ( 1  -  O) A'a/3 4  g/ajG;; 4  ^
4 f '^ '





- ( i  +  « ) 4 , - 4 . . , j z i z * ^
2(1 +  « ) / i ic  +  4 i< . +  Z 'Z "
- (1  -  a ) f i ^0 +  - 4 ^.; +  Z “ Z^
■7 ( 1 4  o )A t(  -  éjk-,1
2 ' 
Z*Z^
- ( 1  +  ct) A'Aa 4  A-A;a 4  A,/3^^'%/3;A
1 1 1  - ( 1  -  o )  A «)8 4  4
Z^Z"" 
Z^'Z^2^ap;j ' 2"
+ ( - Z i  +  4 c Z “ ) ( - Z i  +  4 „ z “ ) ( - j ‘'V ''”‘M .„ /J ’‘’''Z ipZ ''
[-4,,»/pi”'Vti, + -4,n/w] z ‘z ')}
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+ 0 (n“ 2)
+ n  2 <1 “ “ (1 — a ) Z
+  - (1  — ?>a) Z^ Z^
+
éap-,i +  2 ^  ^“ Z^Z^'Z^
+ n
éap-a +  2^^ “  ^)^0iPy
9 7 1
_ i e T  +  I e
+  (2  “  ^ )3 '^ '^ é i j -m h ln  +  g ( l  “  2o )  [é ijk \ l ~ é l- ijli^ \ z ^ z ^ z ^ z ^
4  [ ( - -  +  2 a  -  - 0!^)/'^A ;f/A m a +  ^ (1  +  ^') ~  A;jAa + - î^ia;fc)
—(5 -  7a) (3A''"Afa.^ A;m -  ;^:;A 4-A;t;a) " + .^ a;;A
Z*Z:'Z*Z''
12
+  - (1  -  Sa)l'^’'^Hi;a,P/^jky
+ ( _  _  _ q; +  _o;2^ _  -o: +  - a ^ ^  3^'^kkcx^jip
+ - ( 1  -  3 a )j^ 'Y ijt^ f ;a ,^  4
4 j  é ia \ k ^ l \ jp  ^icx',jP ^  { j  /^ ik a ^ jp 'l'{ .^ '} ijP  !^a \ijP  4  Aj;0;or)
4 ^ "  ( i^ ’Viifcia^;/{3}ia/3 -  A;ja/3 4  Aa/3;t) “  (^ ~  H i',a ,y  ^ jp S
[ ( 4  “  ^  “  4 “ ^) A ’^ A ja A /?7 -  2 ( 1  -  3 a )f '^ A ja^ A ;/3,7
^ ^ia',j^k]Py 4  ^ia]py 4  4  o ) ^j /^ija^py-k^^^iPlf ^a\iPy 4  A'cv/Q;^ )
~12^^ 4  5a) (3 f '* A ;a .^ 7 ;A ~  l^i;apy 4  4  H i-,a ,S /pyc
^  r /  7 5  1
Z i'z»Z^Z^
Ï6 4 gO! + 26^ j  X^C/) A'7f -  4







- (1  -  3a) A,
- ^ ( l  -  3 a )  A ^ g -  Hi-y^6
(1 — a ) A,cip (4.4.48)
“  i , j , k , l  _  Ah'>Ti’ Z3 , n - k , p - l , qC 3 ' r '  J '^3
4^L
9 7 1 n \ 1Jg ~  3<^ ' +  26^ y ~  “  ‘^ ^)^m',npq
~ T  4  2a -  - a  J Tmnpp -  t (1 4  o )/m ; npp
4  2 2 (^ ~  '^^)^0',mnp 4  Xm/3;np 4 - ( l  ”  3a) T^.p^^p 
+S^J,p3'''-p'"u«,'<u»,^ [ ( i  -  i a  +  i a » )
1 1 . 1 2^ / I  3 \  -1 1 . 1V4 ~ 2 ^  4 ^  y 4  (^4 “  4 ^ J  '^lAm n -^^mn-^yS ~  ^^yS-.i
1
2 'f'myyaS 4  ^f'yymnS ( \ ^ f ‘m\ny8 (1- 3a) Trrh^ y^ nS '^m',n\y,8
1 1 2-  -  a  -  - a  I Tjn8eip
- (1  -  3a) r  s,e,mip 4/mg;eV “  ^8;mc^
1 3 1 1 ’4  2^(1 4  5 a ) 4 - ( l  -  o) T'm-,8,eip -  7"m;gEV
7 1
- î 6 + r + î 6 ^
+ - ( l - 3 a )  T 4 ^  e,^ ,<^ ,x 4 g ( l  -  a )  A;v>^x (4.4.49)
R em ark 14:
Recall th a t the observed and the expected information matrices coincide to  order 0 (n “ 2) 
(see e.g. Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox [6, Section 5.5]). Then expansion (4.4.46) shows th a t 
to order 0 (n ~ 2) the geometric Wald statistics based on observed geometry have the same 
asym ptotic distribution as the likelihood ratio statistic. T hat is, the geometric Wald 
statistics are distributed with p  degrees of freedom, with error of order 0 (ti~ 2).
R em ark 15;
For models with vanishing observed skewness, the coefficient C  *’^ 4 simplifies to
ahj,k
c " '  = h , , s
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Furthermore, the following /-tensor and r-tensors occurring in C  simplify to
Tijkl
^  i'jcxjk 
—  1^ ij,oi,P




—^ a,/3,7,g — ’ H  i\a,p H  j',y,6'
For models for which the observed skewness jt^jk and observed embedding curvature H  
both  vanish, the expansion of >V simplifies even more to
W
-j-n  ^ | ~ g ( l  ~  2a') {^ i-jki ~  J^jki]i)
+
+
(1 -j- a )  ^A;jAa éjka\^  4  7o^ (^^a‘,ijk ^ijk;a^ 4  Ma\jk1 4'
/ i j ; a P  ~  7)/ a 0 ; i j  ~  /' ia;jP
Z'Z^Z^Z'^
/  1 1
4 a  \ é(x',ijp ~~ ^ijp-,01 ~  2^i]jcxp 4
4 A a ;/?7 -  ^ (1  4  a;) (A ,;i/?7 ~  Â p y ;a )
4  4  5 a )  (A>/37 “  jéaPy;t) ~  fa P y ,i  4  fa P y -t
4 g ( l  -  « )  (Ax;/?7g -  
40(% -& ).
Z *z«Z ^Z ^
4 .4 .4  E xp an sion  for th e  M od ified  G eo m e tr ic  W a ld  S ta t is t ic
We find the expansion of the observed modified geometric Wald statistic from the expan­
sions (4.4.45) and (4.4.33) of Fî(A ^), Tj{0; 9) and j~^{9) to  be
=  r ,(# ;W ': ''(% ( i9 ;(9 )
=  ( Z , - - ; \ . ^ Z " ) f % - A . . Z « )
4T2-^  2 ( Z ,  -  j \ - , « Z " ) f - - ( 1  4
4 ;(1 4  a ) /jA a  4 k ryaZ'^Z
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+ 4 \-  . - //-jc ,, ' " - ' 2
+ ( Z i  -  k o . Z “ ) { Z 3  -  ' % : ( / . / « ) }
+ n - i  { 2 ( Z i - * > 2 “ ) ( / ' 7
- (1  +  0 ; ) A j m i ”^’Vn;A? +  {^jkl-,i ~  A -J k l)
4  ^ - 4 ( 1  4  û:) A /a  -  2^ia-, l^  / '" " A z ijA  ~  ( 2 ^  ^ « )  A j/?  4  A /3 ; j )  ^ ^ ’V « 7 ;A
+  4  ('^«uA 4  4  «% A;*a "  /Aa^A))
4(1  4  « )  A i7 4  2 ^ 7 :;^ ^^’Va/?g -  ^ g ( 3  4  « )  A «7 4  é ia -a  {3 }^4
4 4 {^ ia p \j 4  ^ j ‘ia p  4  ^ i^ j- ia p  Aaj0;j)) ZJ'Z«Z^
4 - 4(3  4  tt) A ag -  ^ ^ '% 7e
" 2 2  (A;«/S7 { 4 }  4  i„/?7;i { 4 }  4  Aa;/?7 ( ^ } )
4  22 (A;aj07 ^otpy,i 4  ^^iap\y ^^-y;iap 4  ^éia\Py ^^Py\icè^ Z°"Z^Z^
3i,ot^
4
a,/3 PS]j^ ^yv,k 4  2' /^?7;jA 2^0'y3^ 0m-,jk
1 , 1^Pye^ ^8ip\3 4  2^0'y '^i3 <2,^ P^ \3^  y^S-ip
l , m ^
z^^z^z^
ZJ'z^Z^
4 Q 0 P y 8 e  4  2 0 py^l’ ^'^'  S6c4> Z ^Z ^Z '
+ ( Z i  -  j i , . Z - )  { - f - ' ‘f ' ‘U k ; l / J l : k , c ) Z ‘>)
^  f  +  °‘) ^ jk l^ '‘Z ‘ + [ - (1  +  a ) / j t o  +  éja-,k - k rya.Z'^Z
4 ( 3  4  a )  A a ; 8  -  { ^ )  -  0 ^ , 7 ^ ^ ' '  . P a j 8 g Z^'Z^4%- . -//-J«p 2^»^:; 2
4 f ( - 7 ( 1  4  a ) 4  %( 1  4  « )  A j a  4  éia-,j ~  3i,p^^'^éap-,j
4 -  j ( 3  4  a )  Aa/3 -  2l (^xp-,i {3} -  ôA,7^’^ ’VtaP8 Z^'Z^
X ( - 7 ( 1  4  a )^ jf^ iZ ^ Z ^  4  - ( 1 4  «) XjAa 4  Aa;fc “  J^ap-,k
Z:'Z°'
A ryaZ'^Z
4 - - ( 3  4  0L)^3ap -  7ia/?;i {3} “  %A,7^^'Va^g Z^'Z^4^ 2'
4 (Z , -  ;%«Z':')(Z, -  A ,«Z«)
4 ^ f ' Y ' '  Z « Z ^ )}
4 0 ( n “ t )




4  2^^ "*" 3a) 
Z " Z ^ Z ^ |
( —  4  y a  4  ^ijm
ia/3;7 4  ^(1 4  «)/a/?7
' A s  1
Ï6 +  8 ' ' + Ï 6
"^2^^ +  ^ )3 " ^ '^ é i r ,m h in  4  g ( l  4  a )  {éijk-,i “ A ^ a)] Z'^Z^Z^Z^
(“ 7 -  «  -  -a ^ ) / '" ^ A j, 4  - (1  4  a )  AjfAa;m{3};Aa ~  jéi-jka 4  Aja;A)4
22 4  ^) (^ 3  ^ ila ^ jk ]m  ^a-,ijk 4  AjA;a^  1 é ia \ lé m \jk  4  é ia \ jk
4 - ( l  4  3 a ) l /^ ' ‘^ H v ,a ,p ^ jk y Z 'Z ^ Z ^ Z ''
( s  ~  4 ^  8 ^ ^ )  3^'^^ i jk ^ ia p  4  -  - a  +  - a ^ ^  3 ^ '^ A k a ^ jlp
4 - ( l  4  3a)i^'’^ Ajfc/f;;„,^ 4  2^^'^^ij.,ké-,ap ~  2^ ir ,ap  4  2^^'^^ap;kÂ-,ij ~  2^ap-,ij  
Aj^'^^ioc-kél-jp -  Aa;i/3 4  2«  ( i^ ’ViAa.^j/3;/{3}*i/? “  Ax;U/3 +  Ai/?;a)
- «  ( i^ ’^ XtjA/a/3;/{3}ia/3 ~  A;ja/3 +  ^ja/3;i) “  (^ 4  da)y'^’^ H i-a,y / jpS 
Z^'Z^Z'^Z^
4  (^4 4  2a  -  - a ^ ^  h j a h p y  ~  ^ i ja H k ;p ,y
~y ^ia \ j^k ;py  4  éia-,Py 4  ^(1  4  a )  Ajo;^/37;Ai3}i/37 ~  é a \ ip y  4  Aa/3;7^ 
- 7 7 ( 1  ~  (3f'^Xt;a^.y;A; ~  A;a/?7 4 /a;07;i) 4  ~(1 4  Ol) p ^'^Ei - ,<x ,8py
+ SP '^^Ei-,a,Sjépe-,y ~  ^apyi 4  A,g^^'Va;87;£ 
7 7 14
Z^'Z^'Z^Z^
“ Tfi “  4  — «  ] ^ ia p ^ jy S  -  7 ( 1  4  2 a ) ( 3 / ’^ /16 8 16 y  6
1 „  ^ ,.• '—1 , 1 ' '—1 —1
iap/Jyb-,3 4  éaP^',8)
Z « Z /^Z ^Z ^^4  0(7^-2)4  7 ( 1  4  ^ a ) f ' ^ E i ; a , p / j y S  4  • y f ' ^ E v ,a ,p E j ; y ,8
C'^'Z.Zj +  Ti-&C*':''*Z*ZjZt 4  ?)-^C*':''*'''Z^ZjZkZ, 4  0(7%-#),





C = j i , l j j , m j k , n :(1 4  a )  Ar 4 :(1 4 3a) Ant/3
4^af/3 f - - ( 1 4  3 a )A 7 f-  Iil',y,8
4 d i,j,k a,8 p,c y,ijj a,/3,7 ^ ^ -(1  4  a) Aci/, (4.4.52)
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 ^ q “  4  'Tmnpg “  g ( l  +  /^m-,npq16 ' 8 "  ' 16
3 1
5 1 1 '4  — (1 4  a )  A;mnp 4  /^ mp-,np 4 ^ (1  4  3a) T^.p^np
r / 1  1“  4  - a  j  TjnnyS
1 1 . 1 g\ . y i  . 3 \  -1 1 , 1A [ ~ ~  - a  + - a  ) 4  ( J  4  j a  ) r  ^^ s^ rnn -■^/mn;7g “  g / 7g;4 4
~  f-mynS ~  7^^/f'ymnS 4 «/m;n7g “ (14 3a) T m ‘,y,nS ~  '^m-,n-a,S
, JJ.W ÿ*,m^a,g^/),e^7,V'a,p,y J
1 1 -  4  2a  — -a ^  j r^Scip
- - ( 1 4  3a) r  s,€,mijj +/mS-,e4> “  4(1 4  « ) /g;meV'
1 3 1 14 ^ ( 1  -  7a)/ni;gc^ 4 - ( l  4  a )  r^ n-s^ etp — Tm \5ctj j
Ly,p,'y,o Ï 6 “ 8 "  +  Ï 6 “
4 - ( l  4  3a) T 4 ^  T 4 ^ (1  4  2a) (4.4.53)
The same arguments as we used in Remark 14 in Section 4.4.3 show th a t the asym pto tic 
distribution to order 0 (n “ 2) of kV is a distribution w ith p degrees of freedom. The 
simplifications in Remark 15 in Section 4.4.3 apply to kV as well.
4 .4 .5  O b s e r v e d  B a r t l e t t - t y p e  A d ju s tm e n t  fo r  kV
An observed version of the B artlett-type adjustm en t (3.5.91) can be found by determining 
A i, Ag and A3 corresponding to the conditional moment generating function given the 
auxiliary statistic a, th a t is
M a , {t) = IE
— (1 — 2t) 2 ^1 -}- (24n)  ^ I^Ajd 4  A2(P 4  Agd^ 4  0(d'^)
+0(7%-#). (4.4.54)
Let w«(Z*), wi(Z*) and w2(Z*) be short for C*^''*Z:Z;Z& and C*'-''^''Z,ZjZAZ,,
respectively, where C*’Â and g^ j.^  defined in (4.4.47)-(4.4.49). Then by
(4.4.46), (4.3.21) and the approximation e® cü 1 +  .t 4  4  when x  is close to
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zero, we find that
X (l + {Ri(z*)} 4  {^2(z*)}) 4
X (^ 1 4  ?i“ 2 {Ai(z*)} -f n~^ {A2(z*)}^ dz* 4  0 ( n “ 2 )
=  J  |27rj|"2e-&(i-^^)^*^' ^1 _{_ n “ ? +  n~^
X (l 4  4  {A2(z*)}) dz* 4  0(7)-^
= (1 -  2f)-2 y  |27r(l -  2f)-y (l 4  4  Ri(z*)}
47%  ^ 4  4  4  -R2(-2:*) dz* 4  0(7%"2 )
=  ( l - 2 ( ) - 2  ( l  +  7 % -|{ lE [w i(Z ^ ) |a ] i4 lE [E i(Z .) |a ]}
4?%-" |a 4 B  [&:^(Z*)|a] f 4 B  [A i(Z * )m \Z ,) |a ] f
4  B[jZ2(Z,)|a]})4 0(7%-&). (4.4.55)
We are taking the conditional expectation w ith respect to a normal distribution w ith zero 
mean and variance F  =  (1 -  2t)~^j =  (1 4  d )j. Note th a t R t  and R 2 bo th  depend 
on the observed information m atrix  j ,  i.e. R i = jRi(Z*; j )  and R 2 = Æ2(Z*; j ) ,  where 
Z * r s ,# ,(0 ,( l4 - d ) j ) .
In the following, let 1E[-] be short for the conditional expectation w ith respect to a 
iV,.(0, (1 4  d )j)  distribution. By P roperty 3 of Hermite polynomials given in (1.4.45), 
and symmetry, we find th a t





=  0. (4.4.57)
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Thus, the 0 { n  2 )-term of (4.4.55) vanishes. Moreover, we find that
=  A'afcl -  X w w  { 3 } j fc ( )  { 3 } )
+  </=’
 ^ [ P n d  +  +  0(d^)] , (4.4.58)24
where
D ll =  - 6 / ,
D i 2 -  3 ( Ajjfc/ -  / i j - k l  {3}jA/)
Di3 =  {^Tijicl + 2 T ik jl) f ’^ j'^'^.
Also,
B  [ w \Z ,)R i{ Z ,-J ) ]  t = I c  + d^) + 0 ( j " ) )
where
—  C [ hi j k l mn  +  j i j h k l m n  {15} +  j i , j j k , l h m n  {45}
A j i , j j k , l j m , n  { 1 5 }  — [ h i j k l  4  j i , j h k l  { 6 }
+ j i , j j k , l  { 3 } ) i m ,n  {3}^y,^„] (d — d^ 4  ( f )  +  O(d^)
4  c 'd'<‘i t , [ 6 i i , o V , „ j , , „ r f
~ l ' { 9 j i j j k , l j m , n  4  ^ 2 j i j j j ^ m j k , n ) d  
+ { ^ j i , j j k , l j m , n  4  6;y,Uj,m;A,7%)d^ ] 4  O(d^)
—  [^ D2id  4  D 2gd^ 4  D 2sd^ 4  0(d^)j , (4,4.59)
D 21 =  12C*':''^A,.t
D 22 =  2 4 C '': ' 'V ü A 4 l8 C '': ' 'Y '" X A W w  
D 23 =  1 2 C '': 'V û A  +  1 8 C * ': ' ' 'Y '" 4 w
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Further,
E  [w\Z,)] t = C ‘•'’•‘■'E [ZiZjZkZ,] ( i(r f -d‘^ + <f) + 0 (d ‘ )
= \ c  ■■^•‘’■'E [hiiki + jijhu {6} + kihi {3}]
X (d -  + <P) H- 0(d“)
= ^ C {3} (fi + 2jijjk,i {3} d +  jijjk,i {3}]
x(d-ifi + f )  +  0{d*)
= \ c  [kiik.l {3} (d +  d")] + 0(d3)
2
24 [D,id +  £>32<i^  + Dssd^  + 0 (d ‘‘)] , (4.4.60)
where
Usi = 12 C (iiJÀ ,/{3})
D 32 =  l ‘2 C 'd '^ ' '( k j jk , l { 3 ] )
D33 ~ 0.
Finally, we find that
(S1(Z,))^] fi = I c  C '•"•■"E [ZiZjZ(,Z,Z„Z„l (i(d ^  -  2d^ ) + 0(d'*))
= I  C C ''"‘■"E [hi jklmn +  i i j K l m n  {15} +  j i j j k f h m n  {45}
A3i,j3k,i3m,n {15}] (d  ^ -  2d )^ + 0{é)
= g C C {15} (d3 + d")] +  o (d “)
=  ^  [^ dl4id +  Dj^ d"^ + D4^dP +  0(d'*)j , (4.4.61)
where
D41 — 0
D 42 =  3 C 'd ' ’’ C ‘’’^ -’'U i j j j ,m j k .n m )  
Ü 43 = 3 (i.vA>}t,n {15})
Then, substituting (4.4.58)-(4.4.61) into (4.4.55) gives
M a, {t) = IE
= (1 -  2i)-i ( l  +  (24n)-' {Aid +  Ajd^ +  Agd  ^+  0(d^)})
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3+0(7%-2), (4.4.62)
as in (4.4.54), where
A i  =  D l l  +  D 21  +  D 31  +  D 41
=  +  12 C +  12 C 'd* '‘ {3}),
A 2 — D\2 +  D 22 +  D32 4  D 42
=  3 [Aiiki -  h m  {3}jw) f d f , '  +  24 c  +  18 c  
+12 C {3}) +  3 c  c  { is } ) ,
A 3  =  D i 3  +  D 23  4  D 3 3  4  D 43
=  ( 3 r , j H  +  2 r i j t j i )  +  1 2  C  A jk
+18 C + 3 C C ( j i j k . i k m  {15}).
By Proposition 1 in Section 3.1.2 , we obtain an observed B artlett-adjusted observed 
geometric Wald statistic,
a f 1 a o; 2 ' ) q ;y v '  = | l -  - ( c  +  6 kV 4 aW  ) |  >V, (4.4.63)
where
A,
12p(p 4  2)(p 4  4)
12p(p +  2)(p +  4) +  12 C 'd '^A jk
+  18 C +  3 C C (3i,ijk,lkm  {15}), (4.4,64)
h =
c
A2 — 2 A3
12p(p +  2)
12p(p +  2) (N 'l l* : ' “  {3}j/a -  STijki -  4rifcj,] f
+12 C ik iJk .!  {3}) -  18 C 1
-  3 C C U ij3k,lkm  {15})) , (4.4.65)




1 2 p (4.4.66)
Observe th a t c does no t depend on the value of a. Under the null hypothesis, >V ' has a 
distribution w ith p degrees of freedom and error of order 0 {n ~ ^ ).
Oi
4 .4 .6  O b served  B a r t le t t - ty p e  A d ju stm en t for W
Let &°(Z*), &^(Z*) and â^(Z*) be short for and C '':''^ ''Z*Z;ZtZ;,a a ct
respectively, where and C^d,k,l defined in (4.4.51)-(4.4.53). We can find A%,
A2 and A3 in the moment generating functions (3.1.6) for the modified geometric Wald 
statistics, th a t is
M a (i) =  IE W
— (1 — 2 t) 2  -|- (24:Ti )  ^ "j^Aid +  A2^^ +  Asd^ +  O (d^)
+0(7%-#), (4.4.67)
by calculating coefficients D u  .. .D 43 analogous to D u  . . .  D43. We find th a t
D ll =  D ll =  0
D i 2 = i)i2  =  3 {A-Jkl -  Ai-M {3},w)
-Ô13 =  Di3 =  (STijki +  2rikji)
We find th a t
IE Q  J J J rpqr-^— l— <,—j — — ,  g
i  S  [A,.,Mm. + k i^k lm n  {15}
A j i , j j k , lh m n  {45} + j i , j j k , l jm ,n  {15} {h i jk l + j i j h k l  {6}
+ j i , j j k , l  {3})im,n {3}/mii] { d  ~  ( f  +  d^) +  O(d^)
1
~y{9jijjk,ljm,n +  y^ji,ljj,mjk,n)d
+  { 9 j i , j j k , l j m , n  +  Q j i , l j j , m j k , n ) d ^ ]  +  O (d ^ )




S 21 =  u c ' d ’^’A jk
Î>23 = 12 3  'd * A ik  +  18 g  ''=''‘k ' ' h l m k r
E w ' k Z , ) \ t  =  C  •'J’*’'E  [ZiZjZkZ, ]  f i ( d  -  +  <fi) +  0{cf i )
= 1 5  [hijkl + ji^ hkl {6} +  ii,i3k.l {3}1
X  (d  -  d" +  (fi)  +  0 { é )
= 5  ê  ■+‘ -' [ji,jjk,i {3} d? + 2ii,jjkj {3} d +  jij3k.l {3}]
X  (d  -  d  ^ +  d^) +  0 ( d “)
= 5  ê  ■++•' [jijjk,i {3} (d +  d^)] + 0 (d < )
=  —  [^dlsid +  Dz2<fi +  jDasd^ +  0(d'^)j , (4.4.69)
where
% i  =  12.C''>’’^ ''(3 i,j3 k ,im )
D s2 =  12 5 ( À m ;  {3})
D 33 =  0.
Finally,
=  1  g  bLA ^  -  2d^) +  O(d^)
=  1 g  hJ,k Q  /.m.njg -f j i j h k l m n  {15} +  j i j j k j h m n  {45}
+ j i , j j k , l j m , n  {15}] { ( f  -  2d^) +  O ( d ^ )
1_  g  h,.A ^  Z,m,» [y. ^  {15} (^2 +  d^)] +  O(d^)
[D4id +  D42d^ +  D43d^ +  C(d4)] ,24 (4.4.70)
where
D41 =  0
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a  or
5 42 =  3 {15})
543 =  3 5  • ' ■ 1 + 5 { 1 5 } ) .
We substitu te (4.4.68)-(4.4.70) into the analogue for W  of (4.4.55) to get
M  a (t) = IEVV|a
(1 — 2t) 2 -j- (24?%)  ^"IAid +  Agd^ +  Agd^ +  O(d^)
+0(?%-#), (4.4.71)
as in (4.4.67), where
Ai — D ll +  D 21 +  D31 +  D 41
=  - 6  -1}*'' +  12 5  '■+V«fc +  12 5  { j i jh , i  {3}),
A2 — D i2 +  D 22 +  D 32 +  D 42
=  3 (A ,,w  -  h ,; ii  {3},'w) +  24 5  ''■!■'• A lt +  18 ê  ■■l''=i'’”V tim i.o
+ 12 5  •'■I'*''' {3}) +  3 5  ''!■'• 5  '•™'" {15}),
A3 — D i3 +  D 23 +  D 33 +  D 43
=  (3n iti +  2r .y ,)  f ' l f ' '  +  12 5  '•I'*' Aik  
+  18 5  +  3 5  •'■!■'• 5  { i i jK lk n ,  {15}) •
a*
We find a modified observed B artle tt adjusted geometric Wald statistic W ' by P ropo­
sition 1 in Section 3.1.2. The adjusted statistic has a distribution under the null 
hypothesis with p degrees of freedom and error of order O (?%” #). Let
where
W '  = \ l -  - { c  + b W  + aW  ) } W ,
Aca = 12p(p+  2)(p +  4)
 1_______




+  18 C + 3 C 'd *  C ''’^ ' k k i k l k m  {15}) , (4.4.73)
Ag — 2 As
12p(p +  2) 
1 -  ^Aj;kl -  Qnjkl “  ^'^ikjl]12p{p +  2)
+12 5  U ijjk .i {3}) - 1 8  5  k ”'h i m k i  
- 3  5 --l+ 5 ''™ '7 i.- ,ljt ,ü ) .m { 1 5 } ), (4.4.74)
Ai — Ag +  As 
12p
12p
Observe th a t c does no t depend on a. Moreover, c coincides with c in (4.4.66).
(4.4.75)
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C hap ter 5
S im p le  N u ll H y p o th eses
W hen we are testing a simple nuU hypothesis, the Taylor expansions of the geometric 
Wald statistics simplify remarkably in bo th  expected and observed geometries. Hence, 
obtaining the B artlett-type adjustm en ts (3.5.91) and (3.5.100), and (4.4.63) and (4.4.72) 
becomes more manageable.
Suppose we wish to test the simple hypothesis
H q : 9 9q
against
H i \ 9 e  0 .
As in the previous sections, we denote the maximum likelihood estim ate of 9 under the 
alternative hypothesis by 9.
5.1 E xp ected  G eom etry
Recall th a t the  family of geometric Wald statistics (2.3.6) in expected geometry is defined 
as
W  =  f,(^ ;^ o)* '^ (^ )f;(l9 ;^o), (5 .1 .1 )
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w ith
f i ( e - , e j  =  n i  | l ± ^ / , i ( e ' ; 9 ) +  i ^ / , . ( 9 ; 9 ' ) }  , 
where f{6 ;6 ')  is the expected likelihood yoke (1.3.16),
/((9; ^ ') =  [f(^) -  Z(g')] . (5.1.2)
We use définitions (3.2.16)-(3.2.22) and (3.2.27) of the relevant Y - Jt- and r-tensors from 
Section 3.2. Again, we denote the cumulants of the vector 1+ — ( F i , .. . , k ^ , y i j , . . .,Tpp, 
P i l l , . .  - Yppp) by \ r . Observe from (1.4.25) and (1.4.26) tha t
^ij,kl — f^n,kl +  l^ij,kl ~  l^ijl^kl , .(5.1.3)
^ij,k,l — kin,k,l + l^ij,k,l ~  i^>ijik,l
^i,j,k,l — ~  {3} ,
where the ks are the moments of the normalised derivatives Z{j in (3.2.11)-(3.2.12) of 
the log-likelihood function given by (1.4.20). Thus, by the definitions of the /-tensors and 
r-tensors we find tha t
^ijk ~  ^i,3,k (5.1.4)
Aj-,kl = Mj,kl + Kj,k,l (5.1.5)
+  (5.1.6)
Ajkh =  ~^i,j,k,l -  >^ ij,kl {^}jkl -  ^i,3,kl {6} (5.1.7)
Tijkl — ' ^k,l,n‘ (5.1.8)
5 .1 .1  B a r t le tt  C orrection  o f W
Fl'om (3.5.64) we find th a t the Taylor expansion of the geometric Wald statistic for testing 
a simple null hypothesis is
W  =  D(<9; ^o)f'-)(d)rj(^; ^o)
=  édY iY i +  n - i  -  i ( l  -  a )A jk i ''‘fi'" 'i’‘'’'Y,Ym Yn^
„ - i  .jy ,y „ y „  +  3 k H '’”' i ' ’’'YijYuYmY„
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+ l ( - 5  +
+ r / 9  7 1 s \  , / I  11 TiAUl — /•■ ,1 — I ^ ^] T i i u - k r ,
3+  0 ( n " 2 )
'ii-.kl I h i;jW
(5.1.9)
Thus, the B artlett-type adjusted geometric Wald statistic (3.5.91) simplifies to
Of  f  l  o r  a 2 ' j o '
> V = | 1 - - ( c  +  6 m ;  + a w  ) > >V, (5.1.10)
where
b =
12p(p -i- 2)(p +  4) ( ( i  “  5 “ +  T “ 0  + ( 5  -  3a +  |a ^ )  Titj,)
12p(p +  2) ( ( " 3  +  12a)A,j,fc,j +  ( - 6  +  1 2 a ) A , { 3 } j , w  
+(3 -  60 -  Qa^)rijki +  (5 -  12a; -  3a^)T*&j()
 ^ — X2p  ^ "h 12(A^^;j/ ^ij,k,l ^ij]kl) T ^Tijkl T ^^ikjl)  ^ •
B artlett Correction o f W
Likewise, from (3.5.73) we find th a t the Taylor expansion of the modified geometric Wald 
statistic for testing a simple null hypothesis is
w  =  r,((9o;i9)f':^(^)r;(^o;^)
=  è ’iY iY j +  n - i  ^ li'^V -'Y ijYuYk -  ^(1 +
n - i  {P-‘m ' ’-''YijkY,Y^Yn  +  ZV'H'’-^f''Y ijYktY„Yr,
- i ( 5  +  3 a ) 4 * i ' ' ' ' * - > i W i " ‘ - « y , „ y „ y p y ,
+  (%g +  g "  +  16“ ^) ~
+ 0 ( î i - | ) .
j ' '”*i’'’‘i'=''’i '’' 'y „ y „ y p y , |
(5.1.11)
We find th a t the B artlett-type adjusted modified geometric Wald statistic (3.5.100) sim­
plifies to
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a a 2 q:
>v ' 1 -  i ( c  +  6 >V +a>V ) }  W, (5.1.12)
where
“ =  1 2 p ( p  +  2 )(p  +  4) ( ( i  + 1“ + f  “') + (S + 3“ + 1“')
 ^ ~  12p(p +  2) “  ^(1 +  <^)^ij,k,l {3}jfe/
+ (3  +  3o -  6a^)r,jfc/ +  (5 +  6a  -  3a^)r*kjf)
^ 12p "h 12(Aj/jjj7 — X{j^k,l ^ij;kl "h ^^ijkl T ’ •
5.2 O bserved G eom etry
The family of geometric Wald statistics (2.3.6) in observed geometry for testing a simple 
nuU hypothesis is defined as
a aw  =  r(É»;0o)j“ '( « )F (ê ;« o ) ,  (5.2,13)
where
f i { 0 ]  e’) =  n2 ^
and where g(9\ 9') is the observed likelihood yoke (4.1.1)
g(e-,0') =  n - '  { l {e- ,e' ,a)  -  1(9'; S ' , a ) } .
Let Zi and Z'^  be as in (4.1.2) and (4.1.3), respectively, and use (4.1.5)-(4.1.8) and (4.1.13) 
to define the relevant / -  and r-tensors from Section 4.2.
The expansion of W  simplifies to
= n j Z ' Z =  + n - i  | - i ( l  -
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+71-1
+  0(71-2). (5.2.14)
Then the observed Bartlett-corrected geometric Wald statistic (4.4.63) for testing a simple 
null hypothesis becomes
a  f  1  a  0 + 1  a} V ' = | l - - ( c  + 6 y y + a W  ) | > V , (5.2.15)
where
1
12K p  + 2)(p + 4 ) \ y l - h  + +  ( 5  -  3“  + 5 “ ^)
12p(p +  2) +  (3 -  60: -  Qa^)Tijki +  (5 -  12a -  3a^)n tj,^  f
12p
O bserved B artlett Correction for >V
We find th a t the Taylor expansion of W for a simple null hypothesis is
M; =  n ( ^ o ; W % ) r X ^ o ; ^ )  
1 r 12^ijk  
9 5 1+  7 1 ‘
+ 0 (71- 2).
+  i “  +  -  h i  +  “ ) /i i16 8 16
Finally, we find th a t the observed Bartlett-corrected version of the modified geometric 
Wald statistic for testing simple null hypotheses is
w  ' =  1 -  - ( c  +  6 >v + d w  ) \ yy, (5.2.16)
where
a = 12p(p +  2)(p +  4)
 ^ 12p^'+ 2 )  " 6a/^.j*z +  (3 +  3a -  6a^)n^^ +  (5 +  6a -  3a^ )T,jkj7) f
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Exam p le 5.1:
We retu rn  to the Example 2.2 in Section 2.3.3 of the exponential distribution. Recall th a t 
the  expected and the observed geometry coincide for full exponential families. In Section 
2.3 we found th a t the geometric Wald statistic is
w =  " j  ^(1 +  « ) -  I j  +  (1 -  a) -  1
We find a B artle tt adjusted version of W by calculating a, b and c in (5.2.15). The 
log-likelihood function of the exponential distribution in the canonical param eterisation is
l{0; ê) = log9 ~  | .
Then,
Thus,
We find tha t
§) k;jkl(d] 9) = 6ê*
h;jk{0] ê) kr,ki{0\ 9) = 0
Uj-k{0\0) =  0 kjk-,i{^; 0) = 0.
= /i\jkl — F
^ijk =  ^ ^ij;kl — 0
/^ ijkl-, =  Ï ? T~ijkl —
1 ( ( ^ 9 , 2 7  2^
" 2 “  +  T “ y
9 \  1 — 3a +  - a ^  I 4 —2 /  ^41 2 x 3 x 5  \ \ 4
■ e i j  + 1 2 a f 6 ^12 X 3 V V 6*4/ V (94.
+  (3 -  6a -  6a^) 4 ^  +  (5 -  12a -  3a^)
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By (5.2.15) we find a B artlett-adjusted geometric Wald statistic as
w '  =  ( l - n - ' | t  +  i ( 7 - 1 8 a ^ )  W + ^ ( l - 3 a f  H>=’} )  w ,
where
W =  ^(1 +  a )  ^1 -  g j  +  (1 -  a)
To investigate the efiect of the B artlett-type adjustm en t, 1000 simulations were carried 
out, to estim ate the cumulative probabilities of the adjusted geometric Wald statistics W 
for the exponential distribution when testing the null hypothesis
Ho : 0 = 1,
where 9 is the canonical param eter. For sample sizes n = 12 and n =  5. The simulated 
cumulative probabilities corresponding to nominal cumulative probabilities of 0.900, 0.950, 
0.975 and 0.990 are given in Table 2.
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n =12 n=5
nominal cumulative probability nominal cumulative probability
a 0.900 0.950 0.975 0.990 0.900 0.950 0.975 0.990
0 0.916 0.962 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.33 0.904 0.943 0.958 0.982 0.913 0.969 1.000 1.000
-0.33 0.940 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.5 0.898 0.936 0.953 0.975 0.894 0.938 0.972 1.000
-0.5 0.956 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1 0.897 0.936 0.963 1.000 0.900 0.939 0.977 1.000
-1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
10 0.788 0.812 0.839 0.856 0.783 0.793 0.802 0.816
-10 0.787 0.805 0.819 0.852 0.758 0.775 0.786 0.802
Table 2: P ' < Xi-,c^ foi c =  0.90, 0.95, 0.975, 0.99 based on 1000 simulations.
Comparing the  entries in Table 2 with those in Table 1 in Section 2.3, indicates th a t 
there are slight improvements in the chi-squared approximation when a  is positive. It is 
obvious, however, th a t for a  negative the upper tail of the distribution of the adjusted 
Wald statistics is shorter than th a t of the the limiting distribution.
C hap ter 6
D iscu ssion
In this thesis, a family of new and param eterisation-invariant versions of the Wald statistics 
has been defined. Ideas from differential geometry have been used as a guideline to defining 
test statistics with a geometrically intrinsic meaning. The distributional properties of the 
new statistics have been investigated, and B artlett-type corrections have been applied in 
order to approximate the asymptotic behaviour of the statistics be tte r by the limiting 
distribution.
The geometric Wald statistics form a wide family of test statistics. Here we have mainly 
looked at the expected geometric Wald statistics and the observed geometric Wald statis­
tics, bu t the definition (2.3.5) allows any yoke to be used. Also, when a yoke has been
decided on, there is a whole family of tests to choose from, depending on the value of a.
A few ideas for further investigation of the geometric Wald statistics in troduced in this 
thesis include:
(i) which one of aU these geometric Wald tests?
(ii) what happens if we use a yoke th a t is not one of the two hkelihood yokes?
(iii) how do the geometric Wald statistics behave for different values of a?
1 —1(vi) is it only the T*~ and F *-parameterisations tha t have an intuitive meaning?
(v) what are the power properties of the geometric Wald statistics?
(vi) when do the geometric Wald statistics simplify?
Looking at special cases where the geometric Wald statistics simplify could give us some 
knowledge about the geometrical ‘shape’ of the test statistics -  and about the special 
cases.
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As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, the vaines a  =  1 and a — —1 correspond to the canonical 
and the expectation param eterisations, respectively, in full exponential models. It would 
be in teresting to investigate how this concept generalises to o ther statistical models. More 
research is also needed on the score tests (2.2.4) tha t we have come across a few times 
as being ‘alm ost’ one of the geometric Wald tests. The traditional definition of the score 
statistic is no t consistent in its use of geometries. Comparing the traditional score statistic 
to the two geometrically ‘correct’ statistics, (i) the observed score statistic
) ^ =  k {ê -,ê ,a )r \è )le T {0 -,9 ,a ) ,
or (ii) the expected score statistic
/ =  ]E ,i[h{ë)]r\è)w .ÿ{kT{ê)]
could give us a bette r understanding of one of the key instrum en ts in param etrical sta tis­
tics, - and (possibly) an improvement of the score test. Naturally, when the two geometries 
coincide (e.g. for fuh exponential models) the traditional score test has a ‘correct’ geo­
m etrical form.
In general, the importance of differential geometry in statistics is first and foremost th a t it 
encourages statisticians to concentrate on param eterisation-invariant procedures. Further, 
differential geometry can provide a geometrical insight and perhaps a bette r understand­
ing of param etric statistical inference as we know it. A complete understanding of the 
correspondence between differential geometry and statistics has no t yet been established. 
There is still a long way to go, but maybe this thesis will be just a small step on the way 
to complete this understanding.
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mixed derivatives of a yoke g at {9; 9)
(normal) coordinate system
i-jy etc. derivatives of F i at {9\ 9)
1 - 1  H,H





embedding curvatures (expected) 
embedding curvatures (observed) 
tensors (expected) 
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(normalised) derivatives of the score (expected) 
tensorial versions of Z{, Zij, Z{jk (expected) 
(scaled) score (observed)



















w traditional Wald statistic (2.1.1)aw geometric Wald statistic (general yoke) (2.3.6)
w modified geometric Wald statistic (general yoke) (2.3.9)
M o mw moment generating function of W  (expected) (3.5.90)
moment generating function of W  (observed) (4.4.62)
Mo(^ )w moment generating function of W  (expected) (3.5.99)a
moment generating function of W  (observed) (4.4.71)
B artle tt adjusted W (expected) (3.5.91)
B artle tt adjusted W (observed) (4.4.63)
W ' B artle tt adjusted W (expected) (3.5.100)
B artle tt adjusted W (observed) (4.4.72).
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